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TELECOMMUNICATIONS SCIENCE 

A platform for evaluation of the unmanned aerial vehicles  
telemetry protocols and their parameters  

Svilen Borisov, Jordan Raychev, Georgi Hristov,  
Ivan Beloev, Plamen Zahariev 

 

This article aims to present an analysis on the modern methods and protocols for transmission of 
telemetry data to a remote location, as well as to provide a general overview of the telemetry 
technologies used for this purpose. In order to achieve this objective, the main emphasis of the paper 
is laid on the open source telemetry protocols, mainly because they provide means for in-depth 
analysis and also access to their own internal structure. For the purpose of this paper, we provide a 
comparative analysis between two such telemetry protocols - MavLink and DNP3. It is found that the 
MavLink protocol has lower overhead (additional added information) compared to the DNP3, and 
because of this, the MavLink protocol is more suitable for further investigations. For the purpose of 
our experiments a platform for evaluation of the characteristics and the parameters of the MavLink 
protocol is proposed. The main objective of this article is to investigate the possibility for modification 
and improvement of the structure of the protocol, depending on the specific needs of the user. 

Платформа за оценка на параметрите на протоколи за предаване на телеметрични 
данни от безпилотни летателни апарати. (Свилен М. Борисов, Йордан П. Райчев, Георги 
В. Христов, Иван Х. Белоев, Пламен З. Захариев). Настоящата статия има за цел да 
анализира съвременните методи и протоколи за предаване на телеметрична информация на 
отдалечено разстояние, както и да предостави общ поглед върху използваната технология – 
телеметрия. За постигането на тази цел е акцентирано върху протоколи с отворен код, 
поради факта, че те предоставят възможност за по-задълбочен анализ и достъп до тяхната 
структура. Вследствие на това e извършен сравнителен анализ между протоколите MavLink 
и DNP3. Получените резултати ясно показват, че допълнителната служебна информация, 
която се добавя от MavLink протокола, e няколко пъти по-малка от тази при DNP3. Поради 
тази причина MavLink протокола е избран за по-нататъшни изследвания. За целите на 
нашият експеримент е предложена платформа за изследване характеристиките на 
протокола и неговите параметри. Основната цел на текущата статия е изследването на 
възможностите за модифициране и подобряване структурата на протокола в зависимост от 
специфичните нужди на потребителя. 

 

Introduction 
Telemetry may be defined as an automated 

process, by which measurements and data (speed, 
pressure, acceleration, velocity, etc.) are collected at a 
remote station, in most cases not easily accessible, and 
then transmitted to a base station for post analysis and 
visualization. Although the term telemetry is often 
referred to as a wireless data transfer, the transmission 
medium can also be a wired one (e.g., computer 
networks, optical media and other wired 
communication carriers). Most of the systems for 
telemetry data transmission are capable of collecting 

information from different types of sensors. That 
requires all measurements to be grouped into format 
suitable for transmission through a single data stream. 
In the receiving side the information is converted to its 
original form and subsequently analyzed. 

The unmanned aerial vehicles, also known as 
UAVs, are becoming more affordable, easy to operate 
and thus can be used for different applications. This is 
possible because every single UAV is equipped with 
some sort of telemetry system, which is used for the 
transmission and monitoring of the vital for the 
aircraft information. Due to this reason, the telemetry 
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systems are inseparable part of every unmanned aerial 
vehicle, and are providing better and safer flights. 

General structure 

The remote data transmission using telemetry 
systems is providing an opportunity for safer 
monitoring of the parameters of the objects, which are 
located in inaccessible or hazardous places. 
Nowadays, there are numerous and various types of 
telemetry systems. Despite their diversity, all 
telemetry systems for data transmission have many 
common characteristics [1].  Fig. 1 presents the main 
components of one such system. Often, the system is 
divided in two parts – a remote station/unit (UAV) 
and a base station (Ground Control Station - GCS). 
The data collected from the sensors at the remote 
station is converted into single digital data stream, 
which is then transmitted to the base station. In the 
receiving side, the information is converted back to its 
original form and stored for future analysis. Even 
though there are plenty of methods for data 
transmission, the most preferred and efficient way is 
to use the electromagnetic waves. Some of their 
advantages are: 

• The system is more robust, due to the lack of 
cable transmission media; 

• Reduced system cost; 
• Wide range of operation condition; 
• High degree of portability. 

 
Fig.1. Overview of a system for telemetry  

data transmission. 

At the remote station, а group of sensors 
(temperature sensor, atmospheric pressure sensor, 
magnetometer, etc.) is used to collect and measure 
information about the various system parameters. The 
data from these sensors is converted into digital form 
and then multiplexed into a single data stream. The 
newly formed stream is then modulated and 
transmitted to the base station. The received stream is 

then processed and the information is converted to its 
original form.  

In many cases, the base station sends a request to 
the remote station. The received request indicates that 
the remote station should start transmitting data back 
to the base station. By doing that the two stations are 
switching their modes (base station becomes receiver 
and the remote station becomes transmitter). After the 
desired information is collected the stations switch 
back their modes and wait for further instructions [2], 
[3] and [4]. 

Data types 

There are several data types, which play essential 
role for the communication process between the UAV 
and the ground control station. Every data type has its 
own specific requirements about the transmission 
channel – delay, bandwidth, bitrate, channel direction 
and others. The data types are flight control data, 
flight status data, payload data and payload control 
data. All data types and their aforementioned 
requirements for the communication channel are 
summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1  
Data types and channel requirements 

 

The flight control data is transmitted from the 
ground station towards the UAV. It usually consists of 
packets, containing various commands for controlling 
the remote aircraft. This is mainly accomplished by 
controlling the UAVs engines and motors, their rota-
tions per minute and etc. Other flight control com-
mands might include commands for changing the 
positions of the elevators, the position of the flaps, 
commands for extending or retracting the landing 
gears and other. All commands are sent from the 
ground control station to the UAV through a low 
speed radio uplink, which usually provides speeds of 
up to 30 Kbps. The flight control data is extremely 
time sensitive, but its volume is very low and thus 
represents no challenge for the modern communica-
tion interfaces and standards. A very interesting fact is 
that this type of data is not critical for the mission. 
Even though it is always good to have means for re-
mote control of the UAV, in the cases when the uplink 
fails, the aircraft can still continue with its mission. 
This is possible when the UAV is capable of detecting 
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the failed link and uses its autopilot feature. This fea-
ture requires more computational power and can drain 
the batteries of the UAV more quickly, but can also 
save the drone when the control uplink fails [5]. 

The flight status data (also known as telemetry 
data) is used for evaluation of the parameters of the 
UAV. There are several categories of flight status data 
based on the observed parameters – UAV location 
data, battery condition data and spatial positioning 
data. The UAV location data is used for presenting the 
global or the relative coordinates of the aircraft, as 
well as the distance to the home base. This is usually 
accomplished by reading and processing the data from 
the on-board GPS module. In the cases when there is 
no such component available, the received signal 
strength indicator (RSSI) can be used in combination 
with radio-based localization algorithms (like TDoA 
or AoA) to determine the relative position of the 
UAV. The battery condition data is used for determin-
ing the state of the batteries and for estimation of the 
possible flight time. Probably the most important 
flight status data types are the ones about the spatial 
position of the aircraft. They consist of information 
about the speed and the direction of the drone, its alti-
tude and the vertical and horizontal offsets. Based on 
the values of the received flight status data, the opera-
tor of the GCS can make modifications to the UAV 
flight plan, can monitor its mission progress or can 
even issue flight control instructions and commands, 
which are to be send to the drone. Usually the flight 
status data is transmitted using a single direction 
downlink, which is capable of maintaining data rates 
of about 1Mbps or less. Similarly to the flight control 
data the flight status data is not mission critical, but 
provides means for more effective control of the drone 
[5]. 

The payload data is the only mission critical data 
and thus the loss of the communication channel, 
which is used for its transmission, can cause the fail-
ure of the mission or any of its tasks. The payload data 
can be defined as the data streams from the various 
on-board sensor devices, including the on-board cam-
eras, the temperature and pressure sensors and all 
other sensing devices. Due to the huge amount of data, 
which has to be sent to the ground control station, the 
payload data is usually sent using a separate radio 
link, which is a broadband high speed link with speeds 
of over 2 Mbps. This connection is usually bidirec-
tional. This is mainly due to the nature of the data, the 
need to acknowledge some of the transmitted packets, 
the necessity to send additional data for maintenance 
of the sessions between the drone and the base station, 
etc. Sending and receiving the payload data still pre-

sents many challenges, including how to structure the 
data in the best possible way, how to maintain real-
time transmission, how to provide high quality video 
streams without overconsumption of the channel 
bandwidth and many other. One of the major prob-
lems concerning the transmission of video and audio 
data is the lack of suitable encoding standards. Cur-
rently the most widely used digital video encoding 
standards are the MPEG standards, but they are de-
signed for video sequences with low dynamics and 
thus are unsuitable for the real time high-dynamic 
video streams from the on-board cameras of the 
UAVs [5]. 

 The payload control data is sent rarely and is 
even sometimes not transmitted at all. This type of 
data is used when the on-board camera has to be con-
trolled (usually by PTZ commands or some sort of 
camera control protocols), or when the on-board de-
vices have to be turned on or off. The payload control 
data can be sent using the radio interface, used for the 
flight control and the flight status data, or using the 
less loaded uplink channel, which is used for ac-
knowledging the payload data [5]. 

The data that is the object of this study is charac-
terized as Flight status data (telemetry data) and 
serves mainly to inform the operator about the state of 
the aircraft. 

The MavLink communication protocol 

There are several different options for selection of 
the most suitable communication protocol for teleme-
try data transmission. Some of the protocols used 
nowadays are Modbus, DNP3 (Distributed Network 
Protocol 3) and MavLink (Micro Air Vehicle Link). 
Each of these protocols is optimized for its specific 
purposes. Modbus and DNP3 are best suited for 
transmission of large amounts of data, which usually 
leads to increase in the transmission time. MavLink is 
a lightweight protocol and is optimized for telemetry 
data transmission for unmanned aerial vehicles. The 
protocol was developed in 2009 by Lorenz Meier [6]. 
The current stable version of the protocol is 1.0, while 
version 2.0 is still under development. Due to its ad-
vantages the MavLink protocol has been adopted by 
several autopilot projects and software developers. 
The main advantage of this protocol is the lower 
amount of additional information (called overhead), 
which is added to the user data when a packet is being 
sent. This increases the transmission rate, as well as 
the security and the integrity of the message. The 
MavLink protocol has a total of 8 bytes of overhead 
per packet, while DNP3 has 10 bytes static header 
overhead and 2 bytes overhead for every 16 bytes of 
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user data. 
Fig. 2 shows a comparison between the MavLink 

and the DNP3 overhead. As seen in the figure, the 
overhead of MavLink is lower by a factor of 2 to 5, 
compared to the overhead of DNP3, and depends on 
the size of the user information (bigger overhead 
when sending small amounts of information and lower 
overhead otherwise). This is because the overhead of a 
MavLink packet is always 1 byte for the start frame, 
payload length, packet sequence, system, component 
and message identification fields and 2 bytes for the 
CRC checksum. The overhead of DNP3 is 10 bytes 
for the header part and 2 additional bytes (CRC 
checksum) for every 16 bytes of user information (a 
total of 250 including 1 byte for the transport header). 
 

 
Fig. 2. Overhead of the MavLink and DNP3 protocols.  

In addition to the bigger overhead, the maximum 
size of the DNP3 message is also larger - 292 bytes, 
compared to only 263 bytes for a Mavlink message, 
and this leads to increase of the transmission time. 
Some of the other advantages of the MavLink proto-
col may be summarized as follows: 

• The open source nature of the protocol pro-
vides an opportunity for its continuous devel-
opment by the MavLink community; 

• The protocol is independent of the underlying 
computer hardware or software and does not 
need to be recompiled during distribution; 

• Due to the low overhead, the protocol is suit-
able for UDP and the UART/Radio-modem 
transport layer; 

• The efficient encoding allows the protocol to 
be used on various types of microcontrollers, 
like Arduino, Raspberry Pi, etc.; 

• The open source nature of the protocol (li-
brary), allows the source code to be modified 
according to specific user needs. 

Table 2 presents the different data fields of a typi-
cal MavLink message and provides a brief description 
for every one of them. The first field of the protocol 

frame indicates the start of a new packet. The second 
byte determines the length of the payload (0 – 255 
bytes) and the third one represents the packet se-
quence. The fourth (System ID) and fifth (Component 
ID) bytes are used to differentiate the systems and 
their components, thus allowing operations of multiple 
UAVs on the same network. The sixth byte represents 
the message identification number, which determines 
the function of the message. The seventh field holds 
the payload data, which varies between 0 and 255 
bytes in its length, depending on the message ID. The 
payload may contain variables of the following types 
– 8, 16, 32, 64 bit signed and unsinged integers, float, 
double and char. The last two bytes consist of a 16 bit 
checksum, which is generated by the same means as 
the ones in the ITU X.25 and SAE AS-4 standards. 
The only field suitable for modifications, and thus of 
interest to us, is the Payload field. The performance of 
the protocol, and more specifically the message rate, 
directly depends on the size and the value of this field 
(1). 

(1) / 	 	 	 	 , 

where the baud rate is the maximum theoretical 
transmission rate of the communication link, often 
referred as symbols per second, and the message size 
is the amount of bytes per message. 

Every message consists of two parts – variable and 
non-variable part. The non-variable part includes the 
header, which is 6 bytes, and the CRC, which is 2 
bytes. The payload is the variable part of the message 
and can include the following categories of data – 
Parameter, Navigation, Status and Other. The Parame-
ter messages or simply Parameters are usually sent at 
the begging of each flight right after the initialization 
of the communication link. The parameters are trans-
mitted in both directions (uplink when written to the 
UAV memory and downlink when being read by the 
GCS). It can be concluded that lowering the size of 
the parameter messages will result in faster transmis-
sion time.  

The other messages of interest to us are the Status 
messages. These messages contain information about 
the location of the UAV, its battery condition, spatial 
position data, readings from the sensors, etc. Although 
the structure of these messages is often not subject to 
modification, we can still control the rate, of which 
the data is being transmitted, and some messages may 
be modified by either creating a new message or by 
removing the unnecessary fields.  
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Table 2  
Structure of MavLink’s protocol frame  

 
 

Pixhawk
(Flight controller)

GPS

Buzzer Safety 
button

Battery

3DR
Transceiver

PC
(Ground control station)

3DR
Transceiver

 
Fig. 3. A platform for evaluation of the MavLink protocol and its parameters 

 
The Navigation messages are messages related to 

the control of the aircraft and are not subject to modi-
fication. The Other messages are related mostly to the 
means for control of other components of the UAV, 
like for example the camera, the retractable landing 
gears, etc. The messages are also not subject to our 
analysis. 

A platform for evaluation the MavLink protocol 
and its parameters 

For the purpose of our analysis and for a deeper 
examination of the characteristics of the MavLink 
protocol, an evaluation platform was build, which 
consist of the following: 

• Pixhawk – open source high-performance 
flight controller, which supports a diverse 
range of robotic platforms – fixed wings, mul-

ti rotor, helicopters, cars and other. For our 
experiments the Ardupilot firmware was se-
lected, which is available at [9]. 

• 3DR (3D Robotics) radio modules – the 3DR 
radio telemetry system is an open source sys-
tem providing full-duplex radio link between 
the UAV and GCS. The interface to the mod-
ules is made using standard 5V- tolerant TTL 
serial / FTDI USB serial cables. The operating 
frequency of the modules is 433 MHz, the da-
ta rate - up to 250 kbps and the range is close 
to 1.6 kilometers. Those radio transceivers 
were selected due to their flexibility and na-
tive MavLink support; 

• Ground Control Station – a PC with installed 
Mission Planner software (current version 
1.3.44). 
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Fig. 3 depicts the architecture of the laboratory 
platform. As it can be seen from the figure, additional 
components were added to the flight controller – GPS 
and compass, buzzer, safety switch and a battery. The 
GPS and compass are used to collect actual data, 
which subsequently will be transmitted to the GCS. 
The buzzer is used to indicate the various states of the 
vehicle. The safety switch with LED indication is 
connected for safety reasons (a prerequisite for arming 
of the UAVs).  

Methodology for creating new MavLink mes-
sages 

One of the main advantages of using the MavLink 
protocol for telemetry data transmission is the fairly 
easier and straight forward process for creation of new 
messages. The use of these new messages can be quite 
helpful, especially when developing new components 
for the unmanned aerial vehicles, because it allows the 
developer (operator) to define individual messages, 
which suite his or her needs. The process is presented 
on Fig. 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4. A methodology for creating new  

MavLink messages. 

The generation of the new MavLink messages 
starts with the definition of the message structure and 
in particular the description of the payload fields in 
xml (eXtensible Markup Language) format. Every 
message consist of two mandatory fields - version and 
message, and one optional enum fields. The version 
field is defined at the start of every message and holds 
information about the protocol version (in our case it 
is 1.0). The <messages> tag consists of the <mes-
sage>, <description> (optional) and <field> tags. It 
has to be noted that a single file may contain several 

<message> tags, each containing its own “id” and 
“name” fields. 

As the name suggests, the id field holds the identi-
fication number of the message and the name field 
holds its name. The highest value for the id field is 
255 (1 byte), and there is one mandatory message, 
with id=0, which is named HEARTBEAT. This 
message is absolutely necessary to be present within 
the information transmission process, because it 
maintains vital information about the aircraft, such as 
the UAV model, its type, status (if the aircraft is 
present and responsive), etc. The message name field 
represents the current name of the message, which is 
being transmitted and is compared to a switch-case 
statement for determination of how to process it. The 
description field is fully optional and its only purpose 
is to give a description about the message. The field 
tags (there may be more than one field tag in a single 
message) are used to define the type of information, 
which is being sent. There are five distinct types, 
which may be used: unsigned integer and signed 
integer with length of 8, 16, 32 and 64 bits, float, 
double and char. As mentioned earlier, the enum field 
is optional, but recommended, and it is used to add 
additional information to the message itself. For 
example, the developer might need to define a 
particular type of message, and then add the actual 
values as entries of enum type, as shown on Fig. 5.  

The new MavLink message (Fig. 5) is defined with 
id = 150 and name = TEST. This message contains 
just one field (8 bit unsigned integer) and its name is 
type.  

 
Fig. 5. Defining an actual MavLink Message. 

As shown, the contents of the message are defined 
as several entries of enum type. Every entry has a 
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particular value and a corresponding name. Depending 
on the sent value for the entry, the receiving side 
would know the type of the aircraft (in this particular 
case). 

The newly defined message is then converted to an 
actual programming code (supported languages at the 
moment are C, ObjC, Swift, CS, JavaScript, Java, 
Python), using the existing code generators [6]. After 
validation, the source code can be imported in a 
preferred working environment. 

Experimental results 

By using (1) we can calculate the minimum and 
maximum rate of the messages which are transferred 
per second. It has to be noted that the rate of our 
communication link is 57600 bauds per second, which 
is determined by the serial connection between the 
personal computer (GCS) and the connected 3DR 
transceiver. In addition to our header overhead (6 
bytes) and the CRC checksum, we have to take into 
account also the overhead, which is added by the 
serial connection. In our case for every 8 bits of useful 
information, additional 2 bits are added (one start bit 
at the begging of the sequence and one stop bit at its 
end), which means that for every byte of information, 
10 actual bits are being transmitted. The modification 
of (1) is reflected in (2): 

(2)  	 	∗ ∗ , 

where {0-255} is the size of the payload in bytes. 
Based on (2), we can conclude that the minimum 

and maximum amounts of messages per seconds, 
which can be transfer by our experimental platform, 
are respectively 21.9 msg/s and 720 msg/s, as shown 
on Fig. 6. As seen in the figure, the message rate 
directly depends on the size of the message. Because 
of this, it is strongly recommended (if possible) to 
modify the firmware of the flight controller according 
to the needs of the project. 

 
Fig. 6. Transfer rate of messages per second. 

Reducing the number of parameters 

As mentioned earlier, the reduction of the number 
of the parameters, which are being transferred prior to 
the system initialization, will decrease the amount of 
the information being transmitted and will decrease 
the boot up time of the autopilot. In order to achieve 
this, the firmware of the autopilot needs to be 
modified, subsequently recompiled and uploaded to 
the system (Fig. 7). 

 
Fig. 7. Difference between basic and modified autopilot’s 

firmware. 

Fig. 7 represents the difference between a basic 
firmware, which is not optimized for any of the 
robotic platforms and a modified firmware, which in 
our case is optimized for a quadcopter UAV. Prior to 
the system initialization, the basic firmware sends out 
743 parameters (the value for every parameter could 
not be accounted at this moment), which takes up to 
approximately 19 seconds. After recompiling and 
uploading the modified firmware to the autopilot, the 
parameter count drops down to 593 and the boot up 
time was decreased by approximately 5 seconds. 
Based on the aforementioned modification, it was 
found that the transmission of each parameter took 
approximately 23-25ms (depending of the values of 
the parameters). 

Reducing the data rate 

The reduction of the data rate, at which the 
different messages are being transmitted between the 
GCS and the UAV, is another factor, which can 
increase the overall performance of the system. All 
MavLink messages, according to their purpose, are 
divided into groups, which means that the rate of the 
individual messages cannot be controlled. There are 
total of ten message groups, and every one of them 
reports different information. The groups are: raw 
sensors, extended status, RC channel, raw control, 
positions, extra one, two and three, parameters and 
ADSB (Automatic Dependent Surveillance 
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Broadcast). The rate of each group is defined in hertz 
with values from 0 to 10, except the ADSB, which 
may have its rate increased up to 50 Hz. It has to be 
noted, that even when the rate of all groups is set to 0, 
the heartbeat and the radio status messages are still 
being transferred between the GCS and the UAV. 

 
Fig. 8. SA readings while sending information with high 

data rate. 

 
Fig. 9. SA readings while sending information with low 

data rate. 
Fig. 8 and 9 present the readings of a spectrum 

analyzer while sending information with different data 
rates. As it can be noted, the high data rate readings 
show higher utilization of the bandwidth and average 
occupied power of 40 dBm. On the other hand the 
readings from Fig. 9, show that low data rate requires 
less bandwidth and less power. Based on the acquired 
results, it can be concluded that the minimization of 
the transmission rate, at which the unimportant 
information messages are being sent, may result in 
lower bandwidth utilization and higher overall 
efficiency of the system. 

Conclusion 

The presented paper provides a brief overview of 
the telemetry process and its main characteristics. The 
different types of protocols and the structure of the 

messages, which can be used for communication 
between the GCS and the UAV are also discussed. A 
comparative analysis on the packet overhead was 
conducted for the MavLink and the DNP3 protocols, 
and based on the results it was concluded that the 
MavLink protocol provides much better results than 
DNP3. Because of the open source nature of this 
protocol and its easy implementation, a platform for 
its further evaluation was proposed. Based on our 
analysis and experimental results, it was concluded 
that often times the standard structure of the protocol 
has to be modified to meet the requirements of the end 
user. By experimental evaluation, it was shown, that 
the reduction of the number of parameters in the 
structure of the messages and the reduction of the 
message transmission rate can lead to faster boot 
times, lower link utilization and higher overall system 
efficiency. 
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Telecommunication system for green economy – a survey  

Zdravka Tchobanova, Galia Marinova 

 
The fast telecommunications development raises the question of power consumption in 

communication systems, as well as its impact on the environment. Another important issue is the 
electromagnetic pollution due to the use of these systems. The article is a brief overview of the energy 
consumption in various types of communication systems - data centers, cloud computing, networks, 
systems, devices and circuits. The proposed solutions to tackle the problem vary depending on the type 
of communication system. Most commonly a low-power mode is used when there is absence of traffic 
in the entire system or parts of it. It is called economical or "sleep mode". Other good practices are 
developing new algorithms and protocols that improve the energy efficiency of the system. 

Телекомуникационни системи за зелена икономика - обзор (Здравка Чобанова, Галя 
Маринова). През последните години телекомуникациите се развиват с бързи темпове. Като 
главен проблем възниква въпросът за консумираната енергия в комуникационните системи, 
както и въздействието ѝ върху околната среда. Важен въпрос е и електромагнитното 
замърсяване в следствие използването на тези системи. В статията е направен кратък 
преглед на консумацията на енергия в различни видове комуникационни системи – центрове за 
данни, изчислителни облаци, мрежи, системи, устройства и схеми. Предложените решения за 
справяне с проблема са различни в зависимост от вида на комуникационната система. Най-
често се въвежда режим на ниска консумация при липса на трафик на цялата система, или на 
части от нея, т.нар. икономичен или спящ режим. Други добри практики са разработване на 
нови алгоритми и протоколи, подобряващи енергийната ефективност на системата.  

 

Introduction 

The strong increase of the number of mobile 
devices and the services they provide lead to fast 
development of the Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) sector. Globally, the ICT sector 
contributes with 16% for the increase of Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) in the period from 2002 to 
2007, and the sector itself has increased its share of 
GDP from 5.8 to 7.3% and the expectation is to jump 
further to 8.7% from the growth of the GDP globally 
for the period from 2007 to 2020 [1]. This economic 
growth leads to increase of the energy costs and 
therefore to increase of carbon emissions.  Statistical 
data indicate that the ICT sector consumes 6% of the 
global energy consumption and 2% of the global 
carbon emissions [2], as shown on Fig. 1. 

For these reasons, it’s important to make a decision 
for decreasing carbon emissions, without affecting 
with this the quality of services provided. The 
possibilities for development that ICT give can lead to 
a decrease of carbon emissions to 7,8 Gt CO2e (carbon 

dioxide equivalent) by the year 2020, compared to 
0,53 Gt CO2e in the year 2002. ICT propose solutions 
for energy monitoring and emissions in real time, they 
provide the means for process and system 
optimization with the goal of efficiency. The 
modification of the means of communication should 
address all systems and devices in communications. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Energy consumed (a) and carbon emissions (b) 

of the ICT sector compared with the global energy 
consumption and carbon emissions [2]. 

The outline of the paper is: Overview of the energy 
consumption and the electromagnetic pollution in 
different communication systems, different solutions 
existing and proposed in literature for decreasing the 
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power consumption and an example of power 
consumption estimation with of Universal Software 
Radio Peripheral (USRP) model N210 device of Ettus 
Research. 

Power consumption and electromagnetic 
pollution in different communication systems 

Power consumption in the data centers and cloud 
computing. 

An analysis of power consumption and cloud 
computing is proposed in [3], as shown in Table 1: 

Table 1 
Power consumption of servers and data centers 53 % 
Direct powers consumption 19 % 
Power consumption for cooling the 
infrastructure 23 % 

Others 5% 
 
Authors in [4] discuss the power supply usage in 

big server farms (up to 15000). In the data centres the 
discrepancy between the maximal power 
consumption, which is consumed by a big group of 
machines and the peak value of their consumption in 
theory can overpass 40%. 

In cloud computing the energy consumption 
assessment includes traffic, processing and data 
storage. In public cloud, the traffic represents a more 
significant share of power consumption, than in 
private cloud services. Cloud computing is more 
energy efficient compared to conventional computing, 
especially when the users’ computing tasks are of low 
frequency. However, if each user performs all 
computing on their own PC, then cloud computing can 
consume more energy than conventional computing  
[5]. 

 Energy consumption in networks 
A model is developed in [6] for estimation of the 

power consumption in the network, depending from 
the degree of accessibility to the network. The 
network is divided to network for access, periphery 
and main network, and the network for access can use 
different topologies. The analysis which is done 
presents the power consumed by a user as a function 
of the access rate, which is made available to the user. 
The wireless networks for access (WiMax, 
3G/UMTS/Universal Mobile Telecommunication 
System) require more energy than the wired networks. 
When high rates are requiring, the technology of 
wired access is more energy efficient. 

The total energy consumption at the level of the 

system cell decreases when the path losses and the 
size of the cell increase [7]. Since the energy 
consumption of the base station (BS) and this of the 
mobile station (MS) decrease, the emissions of CO2 
also decrease. For a year, for a microcell with radius 1 
km, for a picocell with radius 100 m and for a 
femtocell with radius 10 m, the quantity of CO2 
emissions from a BS transmitter are respectively about 
181 kg, 1.81 kg and 18.1 g. So, thanks of a topology, 
based on cell size reduction, the СО2 emissions can be 
reduced. The authors of [7] don’t consider cells 
overlapping. 

The size of the cells also influence on the 
electromagnetic pollution. The estimate for each BS 
and MS can be obtained by the introduction of the 
electromagnetic pollution index EPI, which is the 
product of the normalized polluted area and the 
polluting energy. The normalized polluted area equals 
the ratio of the sum of the areas of pollution (Packets 
of Pollution - PoP) and the area of the cell, and the 
polluting energy is the sum of the energies of all PoP 
[8]. 

)(*)( PoPallofenergyofSum
cellofArea

PoPallofareaofSum
EPI =

  
The main issue in wireless sensor networks is the 

total energy consumption, which includes the energy, 
necessary for the transfer and the usage of energy in 
the sensor nodes, working with batteries, which puts a 
limitation on the lifetime of the network [9]. 
Attending good energy efficiency needs a solution of 
the compromise between decrease of energy 
consumed and the requirements for bandwidth and 
delay. 

In order to achieve a good energy efficiency in the 
optical networks, a lower limit of the energy 
consumption is determined, and also the energy 
characteristics of some switching devices [10]. The 
lower limit of the energy is limited by the energy 
consumption in the optical amplifiers and in the 
optical transmitters and receivers [11]. The criterion 
for analysis is the energy consumption for bit of data 
transmitted. The optimal energy per bit in a transport 
system with a gain depends from the number of 
followers and from the optimal distance between 
them. 

Energy consumption in devices and systems 
For the purposes of characterization of the energy 

consumption by the mobile devices as notebooks and 
mobile phones, as a part of the total energy 
consumption, a definition of the personal computing 
segment is introduced in [2], which includes the users' 
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devices as mobile computers, mobile phones, personal 
computers and devices, used on second stage, as 
server farms /data centers, internet and mobile 
infrastructures. Office devices as printers, copy 
machines, etc. are not included, neither user 
electronics as TV sets, DVDs, etc. As it can be seen 
on Fig.2, the share of the energy consumed by mobile 
devices is 10% from the entire segment of the 
personal computers and 12% from the total energy 
sector, but its contribution to the global CO2 
emissions is enormous 40%. 

 

Fig.2. Energy consumed by mobile devices versus the 
energy consumed in the global ICT sector from [2]. 

The comparison of UMTS/3G cell system from 
third generation for mobile networks and GSM/2G 
second generation for cell networks which is 
presented in [12] makes estimation for all 
components, as mobile phones, BSs, antennas and 
commutation systems, as well as stationary 
components as cable system and commutation centers. 
The influence on environment is estimated, taking in 
consideration all main phases of the life cycle, as raw 
material extraction, production, use, disassembly and 
disposal of the product. The CO2 emissions are 
caused by the demand for electrical energy, the use of 
plastics in manufacturing and the energy consumption 
from fossil fuels. With the exception of the use of 
copper (wiring), the data transfer of 1 Gbit, from 
mobile phone to mobile phone requires more 
resources and causes more emissions compared to the 
option from mobile phone to fixed network. In the 
time cycle of mobile phones the production phase has 
the biggest importance, because of the short 
exploitation life, and in BSs the exploitation phase has 
such importance, because of their longer life. 

Power consumption in circuits 
In advanced technologies with a high number of 

transistors in a circuit, static power plays an increasing 
role [13]. By reducing the static energy consumption   
the type in stand-by mode is optimized, as well as 
lifetime for batteries. 

The chip temperature is an important factor for 
energy consumption in circuits. Prompt detection of 

hot spots gives the opportunity to introduce techniques 
for temperature management in case of FPGA 
implementation. 

In [14] the energy consumption of digital optical 
and electronic circuits for signal processing is 
compared, including the energy consumption of the 
converters from optical to electrical part and from 
electrical to optical part of the circuit, and the 
demultiplexers and multiplexers necessary for 
electronic circuits for high speed optical signal 
processing. The analysis shows that, the optical signal 
processing is concurrent to electronics in very high 
speed networks, only in case of simple operations, 
when there is a small number of operations for each 
bit of information. in case of more complicated 
processing, the electronics provides a better energy 
efficiency. 

Methods for power consumption reduction in 
communications 

Energy efficient hardware 
Energy efficient hardware is one of the energy 

efficient solutions for reducing the energy consumed. 
The change of hardware devices with new generation 
devices, with similar functionality and lower energy 
consumption. For example, hard disc drives from the 
data centers are changed with Solid-state-discs with 
lower energy consumption as described in [3]. 

Power supply monitoring 
The power consumption reduction can be achieved 

through the introduction of the low power mode 
(„sleeping“ mode). Different network components are 
switched into sleeping mode when traffic is missing 
[15], [16], [17], [18], [19] for a certain time (timer-
driven sleeping) or they are woken-up when data 
arrive (wake-on-arrival). If the network switches to a 
sleeping mode for a determined time and data 
packages arrive at the input, they will be lost. In case 
of waking-up on data arrival (wake-on-arrival) the 
circuit recognizes the packages and the line stays 
powered, even in sleeping mode. This leads to the 
approach of traffic forming in case of small overloads 
at the ends of the network. The end devices transmit 
the packages to clusters and routers, until the network 
wakes up for processing the series of packages and 
then falls again asleep, until the next series arrive. 

An adaptation scheme of the network rate is 
introduced in [6], where the operative frequency of the 
device is reduced. This leads to reduction of energy 
costs. The first reason is that the Ethernet connections, 
operating at frequency of 100 Mbps ÷ 1Gbps dissipate 
2÷4 W versus 10÷20W in case of 1Gbps. The second 
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reason for cost reduction is that, operating at lower 
frequency permits the application of dynamic voltage 
scaling – DVS, which reduces the operating voltage 

In M2M communication (machine-to-machine) the 
energy efficiency can be increased through regulation 
of the power transmitted (to the minimal required 
level) [19]. The efficiency can be improved 
additionally through the introduction of a schedule, 
with the aim to switch some nodes in low power state 
("sleeping") mode, in a way that only the subset of the 
nodes connected stays active, and in the same time the 
functionality (the observation and the data collection) 
in the original network stays intact, as illustrated on 
Fig.3. The circuit includes local communication only 
and it generates a very low number of control 
messages, thus making it energy efficient. 

 
Fig. 3. Node N0 can switch in sleeping mode, because the 
range of its sensor coincides completely by the neighbors 

connected N1 ... N4.[19]. 

One of the recommendations in [2] for power 
supply monitoring in the mobile devices is that the 
users implement more frequently the power supply 
monitoring. In notebooks, the tuning for power supply 
monitoring is switched off by default. 

Different techniques are used for switching off the 
processor in the computer (SpeedStep, PowerNow, 
Cool’nQuiet, Demand-Based Switching), through 
reducing the clock frequency of the processor or 
through switching-off different parts of the chip [3]. 

Energy efficient planning 
When designing a network in cooperation, the 

protocols and the algorithms for reducing the total 
energy consumption as an index should be designed, 
instead of the individual nodes of the network [2].  

Multiple tasks are planned in real time in 
multiprocessor systems which support DVS. A 
probabilistic planning of processing time for the tasks 
is done in [3], in order to divide the volume of the 
processing and thus to reduce the energy 
consumption. 

The energy efficiency can be increased based on 

the consolidation of the servers through virtualization 
of service. The virtualization divides the computing 
resources and permits to share the hardware. Different 
levels of virtualization can exist, as well as different 
forms, for example full virtualization at the level of 
the operational system or virtualization of Sensor 
Node as Service SNaaS of the sensor cloud in IoT 
[20]. 

The energy efficient planning can be done at the 
level of the circuit, as in [21], [22]. Through planning 
and modification of the mapping style, the power is 
reduced, as well as the number of elements, used for 
the realization, which leads to more efficient design of 
the FPGA area. 

System development, algorithms and protocols for 
multiradio transmission 

The multiradio system, proposed in [23], which 
combines different systems – based on standards and 
others not based on standards. The multiradio concept 
shows how, switching between the bandwidths 
2.4GHz and 868MHz, a connection between remote 
clusters can be realized on ZigBee nodes, disposed on 
different places or separated by overloaded 
communication. A solution is proposed in case of 
network overload in areas like Home Area 
Networking HAN and commercial buildings. 

Authors of [9] propose the development of MIMO 
systems, which have good spectral efficiency for 
radio-applications in sensor networks. These 
individual MIMO systems can act also in cooperation. 
Thus, through cooperative transmission and reception 
of information expenses for energy transmission can 
be saved. 

The development of the algorithm Dynamic 
Coverage Management (DCM) for energy saving in 
different wireless networks with two basic structures, 
proposed in [24] can contribute up to 50% reduction 
of energy consumption. The first structure uses the 
mechanism for redirection of calls, and the other 
requires the introduction of a threshold value, through 
which the microcell is activated, to take calls and to 
reduce the traffic of the macrocell. 

Reduction of energy consumption and increasing 
lifetime of the sensor network is achieved through the 
development of different protocols as for example 
density-aware multihop clustering (DAMC) for non-
uniformly distributed Wireless Sensor Networks 
(WSNs) in [16], routing protocols in the architecture 
of M2M communication [19], standards as 802.15.4 
ZigBee Smart Energy in smart networks [25] or new 
generation devices  as energy efficient sensor for 
mobile device for tracking and playback of motion, 
which is proposed in [26]. 
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Estimation of the power consumption in a 
software radio system 

The power consumption estimation of the USRP 
can be done from datasheets. Usually these data are 
intended to show the maximum power consumption. 
Their main purpose is to inform the user of the safe 
supply of USRP. The assessment of manufacturer 
was made taking into values at worst case and at 
full load / all components operate at full power /. 

The datasheet values are the same for the full 
series N2x0, although USRP N210 is with a larger 
FPGA - Xilinx Spartan 3A DSP - XC3SD3400A 
FPGA than the USRP N200 which is with Xilinx 
Spartan 3A DSP1800 FPGA. Based on the given 
values of the voltage applied and the resulting 
current, the power can be calculated through the 
Ohm law. 

Tools for system monitoring can be used for 
estimating the real energy consumption, since such 
tools give information for the loading of the PC 
components in percent or they provide data for the 
energy consumed by different components. 

In order to observe the functionality of the 
USRP, a simple flowgraph of a receiver block with 
USRP is designed as shown on Fig.4, the USRP 
block receives the signal and the block FFT Sink, 
and visualizes the signal. 

 

Fig. 4. Flowgraph of receiver with USRP. 

The processing of the flowgraph in GNU Radio 
Companion (development of source code in Python, 
describing the behavior of the flowgraph) takes 44 
% of the resources of the CPU. The tool Gnome 
System Monitor gives information about the busy 
resources in the system. The tool can be installed 
and then started as an application. 

 

Fig. 5. Estimation of the resources used by the CPU for the 
processing of the flowgraph. 

Conclusion 

The overview in this paper shows the large interest 
of researchers for searching solutions, connected with 
green communications. The solutions are searched for 
the concrete type of communication system – data 
centers and clouds, networks, devices, systems and 
circuits.  The most widely spread method for 
reduction of the energy consumption consists in the 
introduction of a kind of sleeping mode, but other 
more concrete proposals also exist. There are several 
references, that recommend different policies for 
green communications, but this overview is focused 
on the engineering and technical aspects of the 
problems and solutions, like energy efficient 
hardware, power supply monitoring, energy efficient 
planning and system development and algorithms and 
protocols for multiradio transmission. The concrete 
energy consumption estimation in a designed 
communication system is barely mentioned and a 
deeper study on that topic is published in [27]. On the 
other hand, a large study of communication system 
designs to be implemented on FPGA platforms and on 
USRP devices is planned in the goal to determine 
more efficient algorithms for system realization with 
minimization of energy consumption and 
electromagnetic emissions. 

This paper was originally published in the XXIV 
National conference with international participation 
TELECOM, Sofia, Bulgaria, 2016. 
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A versatile design proposal for embedding and deembedding 
AES/EBU-formatted digital audio in an uncompressed SDI-

formatted digital video signal 

Emil E. Vladkov  

 
Combining serial digital video (SDI) with AES/EBU digital audio signals can significantly 

simplify interconnection, routing and processing of SDTV uncompressed data streams in the 
professional studio environment. The goal of the presented design proposal is to implement a 
contemporary dedicated chipset, which includes the audio/video codec, SDI-processing receiver and 
transmitter (serializer) and a clock generation circuit, to build AES3 in SDI embedder and 
deembedder devices. The initialization of the highly complex integrated circuits in the chipset is a task 
for a microcontroller running an effective and simple code and loading dedicated registers through a 
Host Interface of the audio/video codec. The theory of audio packet embedding in the HANC 
(horizontal ancillary data) space of the SDI video signal is particularly presented and the option of 
cascading up to 4 devices each processing 2 AES3 streams with 2 audio channels in each stream is 
discussed. The video and audio signal flow through the complete SDI video processing chain is 
analyzed with references to a detailed schematic diagram of the device prototype. A description of the 
audio clock generation synchronized to the video PCLK clock extracted from the SDI stream and the 
AES3id signal preparation through bidirectional differential bus transceivers follows. Some device 
specific power supply and glue logic issues are considered at the end of the article too. 

Гъвкаво решение за вмъкване и извеждане на AES/EBU-форматиран цифров аудио 
сигнал в некомпресиран SDI цифров видео сигнал  (Емил Е. Владков). Комбинирането на 
сериен цифров видео сигнал (SDI) с AES/EBU  цифров аудио сигнал може значително да улесни 
свързването, маршрутизирането и обработката на SDTV некомпресирани потоци данни в 
професионалната студийна среда. Целта на предложеното решение е използването на 
съвременен специализиран чипсет, включващ аудио/видео кодек, SDI-приемник, SDI-предвател 
и схема за генериране на тактови сигнали, за създаване на устройства за вграждане и 
извеждане на AES3 в/от SDI сигнал. Инициализацията на комплексните интегрални схеми в 
чипсета е задача на микроконтролер, изпълняващ ефективен и прост код и зареждащ 
специализирани регистри  на аудио/видео кодека през специален интерфейс. Подробно е 
представена теорията на вмъкването на аудио пакети в HANC пространството на SDI видео 
сигнала, като е дискутирана възможността за каскадиране на до 4 устройства, всяко 
обработващо по 2 AES3 потока с по 2 аудио канала във всеки поток. Анализиран е пътят на 
видео и аудио сигнала през цялата обработваща SDI верига от схеми с препратки към 
подробно описание на схемната реализация на прототипа. Следва описание на генерирането 
на аудио сигнал, синхронизиран към видео тактовия сигнал PCLK, получен от SDI потока, 
както и на подготовката на AES3id сигнала посредством двупосочни диференциални приемо-
предаватели. В края на статията се разглеждат някои специфични за използваните схеми 
проблеми, свързани със захранването и използването на свързваща логика. 

 

I. Introduction 

In the professional TV studio environment it is of 
great importance to minimize the cabling used to 
transport video and accompanying audio signals. It is 
also vital to switch and process the audio-video mix as 

one piece of information, which greatly simplifies 
routing and delay compensation. This proposal 
suggests a highly integrated solution with state-of-the 
art integrated circuits and offers great flexibility in 
embedding and deembedding many (through 
cascading) uncompressed AES/EBU audio channels in 
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the HANC-space of an uncompressed video signal. 
The use of an embedded microcontroller in the device 
makes reprogramming easy so that different 
configurations and the use of different video standards 
are possible. There are many solutions available on 
the market today which differ in price and complexity, 
for example the products of Kramer, CrystalVision 
and Evertz to name only a few. Unfortunately there 
are not many integrated chipsets available to simplify 
versatile designs. The proposal is based on the 
Gennum (now Semtech) GENLINX-II SDI processing 
chipset [1] offering great flexibility in constructing 
different devices on the expense of design complexity 
and some circuits “glue” issues for the design 
engineer. 

II. Video Standard versatility 

The main building block of the design – the 
GS9023A chip can operate both in Multiplex and 
Demultiplex modes depending on configuration and is 
programmed through Host Interface Registers 
accessed by a microcontroller [1]. Different video 
standards (shown in Table 1) are supported by simple 
register data modifications performed on the fly by the 
device controller. 

 Table 1 
Supported Video Standards and corresponding data rates 

Video Standard SDI data rate (Mbps) 
525/D2 (SMPTE259M) 143 
525/D2 (SMPTE244M) 143 
525/D1 270 
525/16:9 360 
525/4:4:4:4 (System #1) 540 
625/D2 (with TRS) 177 
625/D2 (without TRS) 177 
625/D1 270 
625/16:9 360 
625/4:4:4:4 (System #2) 540 
625/4:2:2P (System #4) 540 

 

III. Theory of audio in video embedding and 
deembedding 

Usually audio samples taken from the AES/EBU 
data stream are embedded in audio packets which 
reside in the Horizontal Ancillary Space (HANC) 
between the End of Active Video (EAV) and Start of 
Active Video (SAV) codewords. The deembedder 
function removes or leaves the audio packets in the 
HANC space depending on the codec configuration 
and outputs AES/EBU compatible streams. 

One AES/EBU stream consists of 2 channels of 
audio. 4 audio channels (2 AES3 streams) constitute 
an audio group. The embedder/ deembedder chip 
GS9023A can process two AES/EBU streams (4 audio 
channels), which represent one audio group. Every 
audio group is identified by a unique Data ID (DID) 
and GS9023A is programmed with one of 4 possible 
DID through dedicated bits in the corresponding Host 
Interface Register (Register #3) or in hardware. In the 
design proposal presented here the audio group is 
selected through a microswitch (SW1 in Fig. 5) and 
according to the state of the switch the device 
microcontroller sets the respective group DID. The 
Audio Data Packet Structure with one audio group (4 
channels in 2 AES3 streams) is presented in Fig. 1.  
The beginning of the audio packet is marked by the 
Ancillary Data Flag (ADF). The Data ID (DID) of the 
corresponding audio group follows. The Data Block 
Number (DBN) links consecutive data blocks with a 
common DID and is automatically generated by the 
chip with continuous increments from 1 to 255. The 
Data Count (DC) represents the number of following 
user data words (maximum 255). The audio data 
samples for every audio channel follow in three 
ancillary data words X, X+1 and X+2. A checksum 
(CS) is provided for error detection purposes and 
validation of the data ID through the user data. 

Fig.1. Audio Data Packet Structure in the HANC space of 
the SDI video signal. 

The audio packet data sample bits reassemble the 
structure of the AES/EBU frame content [2] and are 
depicted in Fig. 1 too. The Z-flag is set at the sample 
coincident with the frame 0 of the AES3 channel 
status block only. The identification of the audio 
group channel follows. The audio data (20 bits) is 
extracted from the AINA and AINB AES/EBU stream 
inputs to the GS9023A integrated circuit. The audio 
sample validity bit V, the AES/EBU user bit U, the 
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b4 Aud.1 Aud.10 Aud.19 (MSB) 
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b2 Ch.1 (MSB) Aud.8 Aud.17 
b1 Ch.0 (LSB) Aud.7 Aud.16 
b0 Z Aud.6 Aud.15 
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AES/EBU audio channel status bit C and the even 
parity bit P for the previous 26 audio sample data bits 
(excluding the b9 bits) follow. The parity bit is 
calculated by the embedder IC and is not the 
AES/EBU parity bit. 

Fig.2. Audio in Video Embedding/ Deembedding 
cascadable architecture. 

Because the MUX/DEMUX in the proposal can 
process only one audio group there is an option to 
cascade up to 4 devices, each of them embedding or 
deembedding its own (depending on microswitch 
settings) audio group. The cascading of up to 4 
devices is represented in Fig. 2. The total number of 
audio channels, which can be processed in this case, is 
16. The figure illustrates the general concept of the 
device proposal architecture too. The system 
comprises of a serial-to-parallel converter (S/P), 
transforming the SDI serial video stream into parallel 
10-bit words, a mux/demux device, processing serial 
AES3 audio and parallel video words, a parallel-to-
serial converter (P/S), converting 10-bit video words 
(with embedded or deembedded audio) back to the 

SDI serial format (up to 4 SDI outputs for every 
device are possible), a PLL, providing the necessary 
audio clock locked to the reconstructed video clock 
and a CPU, controlling the mux/demux device 
through the host interface. 

Embedding and deembedding of audio are 
exclusive modes of operation of every single system 
and in the cascaded systems concept – each device 
despite being build around the same chipset is 
configured to multiplex OR demultiplex audio packets 
(through the JP1 mode configuration jumper in Fig. 
5), but not both. 

Fig.3. Different Audio Groups cascading scenarios. 
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The cascading option can be switched on and off 
by a dedicated bit in the Host Interface Register #4 of 
the GS9023A. Depending on this setting two 
completely different scenarios in the HANC space 
structure can arise – with cascading turned off all 
existing ancillary data packets are deleted before 
inserting the new data packets as shown in Fig. 3 (a). 
With cascading turned on the new audio data packets 
are multiplexed from the first free location following 
the consecutive structure of the existing audio group 
packets – Fig 3 (b). The structure of the ancillary data 
packets in the HANC space must be contiguous (no 
free space inbetween), or old data will be corrupted by 
the new insertion as shown in Fig. 3 (c). 

The GS9023A can be configured by the device 
microcontroller or in hardware to multiplex/ 
demultiplex 24-bit audio if the AES3 stream contains 
24-bit samples. For the 24-bit operation the correct 
position of JP4 in Fig. 5 schematic diagram has to be 
set or corresponding modifications in the controller 
firmware shall be done. The extra 4 bits are then 
organized in an extended audio data packet according 
to the SMPTE 272 standard. The extended audio data 
packet follows the audio data packet as shown in Fig. 
3 and its structure is presented in Fig. 4. The 
definitions of the extended data packet words are the 
same as in the case of the audio data packet, only the 
data sample bits combine the 4-bit extensions for 2 
audio channels y[3:0] and x[3:0] in one sample with 
bit ‘a’ being the address pointer distinguishing 
between CH.1/2 and CH.3/4 data words. 

Fig.4. Extended Audio Data Packet Structure in the HANC 
space of the SDI video signal. 

The GS9023A can process (embed and deembed) 
audio control packets and arbitrary data packets, but 
this option is not implemented in the proposed design. 

As a side effect of audio and video processing in 

the IC a device programmable audio-to-video delay 
arises. The default value, not modified by the device 
software, is 26 samples with resulting 563µs 
combined multiplex/demultiplex connection delay [1], 
which can be considered negligible for most 
professional purposes. 

IV. Clock generation 

The correct function of the Multiplex/Demultiplex 
circuit depends on providing the Embedder/ 
Dembedder (U1 on Fig. 5) with correct synchronized 
clock signals. For embedding AES/EBU audio not 
only the video clock PCLK regenerated by the SDI 
deserializer chip, but a master audio clock with a 
frequency of 6.144MHz (128fs with fs=48kHz) has to 
be supplied to a dedicated pin of the GS9023A IC 
(ACLK) too. This clock signal is supplied by the U12 
GS4901A standard definition clock and timing 
generator IC [3]. The chip has the peculiarity of a low 
power supply of 1.8V, which makes the use of glue 
logic a necessity. The clock generator IC has been 
developed with the concept in mind of being universal 
supporting a vast number of video standards and 
resolutions. This comes at the expense of a somewhat 
overcomplicated architecture with a programmable 
register set number greater than that of the main IC of 
the proposed design (over 100 registers including the 
reserved for future use). The programming is done by 
the host processor through a serial interface (SCLK, 
SDIN, CS\ pins), although in the proposed design due 
to the simple function the clock chip has to fulfill no 
configuration in software is performed. The hardware 
connectivity ensures only future upgrading of the 
firmware and the device operation. 

Despite the timing IC option of genlocking the 
output video and audio clocks to reference video 
signals (HSYNC, VSYNC, FSYNC, 10FID), as these 
signals are not provided by the rest of the video 
processing hardware of the design, the genlocking 
feature is not used. The GENLOCK\ pin is hardwired 
to the 1.8V supply and  the device enters the free-
running mode and uses the 27MHz input video clock  
PCLK at the X1 pin to generate the audio clock 
ACLK only. 

V. Embedder/Deembedder device configuration 
through a host interface 

Both device configuration and status information 
are provided by the Host Interface Register set of the 
GS9023A [1]. 16 internal registers are mapped in the 
memory space of the device microcontroller U6 (Fig. 
5 schematic diagram) to be accessed for modification 
and reading. The memory locations of the registers 
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occupy the space from 0000hex to 3C00hex in 
0400hex increments. The host interface is 
asynchronous to the video and audio timing and 
consists of a 4 bit address bus (ADDR[3:0]), 8 bit data 
bus ([DATA7:0]), read enable (RE\), write enable 
(WE\) and chip select (CS\). The interface architecture 
makes the interfacing with the AT89S52 
microcontroller (an 8051 derivative) easy, as most of 
the necessary signals are directly available at the uC 
[4]. Additional address decoding is accomplished by 
the U7A decoder IC (Fig. 5). 

The register values written by the microcontroller 
in the case of embedding and deembedding differ and 
are given in Table 2 for reference. Every bit in every 
register has its own importance for a specific function 
in multiplexing or demultiplexing audio samples or 
other data. Some of the bits are status or error read 
only bits and are left to their default value by the 
firmware. Many of the configuration lines (pins) of 
the GS9023A codec are mirrored in register bits/ flags 
with the value in the register overriding the hardware 
input. 

A device reset is asserted by the microcontroller 
U6 through the T0 output line to the U3 CODEC 
circuit, the U4 Serializer and the U12 clock generation 
circuit, allowing these devices to function properly at 
device power-up. As the polarity of the RESET signal 
differs, the U5D inverter circuit is implemented. 

Table 2 
Host Interface Register values used for GS9023A 

initialization by the uC 

Register 
Address 

Value in Multiplex 
mode 

Value in Demultiplex 
mode 

00hex 85 95 
01hex 0F FF 
02hex 01 84 
03hex EF EF 
04hex 0F 0F 
05hex 00 FF 
06hex 01 FF 
07hex FF FF 
08hex FF FF 
09hex FF FF 
0Ahex FF FF 
0Bhex FF FF 
0Chex FF FF 
0Dhex FF FF 
0Ehex FF FF 
0Fhex FF FF 

 
The microcontroller U6 needs the additional 

crystal oscillator components (X1, C38 and C39) and 

the reset circuitry (C40, R34) for proper initialization. 
The firmware code resides in the 8K Bytes on-board 
flash memory of the microcontroller. 

VI. Video signal preparation 

The video signal path begins with the serial digital 
interface (SDI) signal at J1 input (Fig. 5) and then 
traverses the U1 CLC014 adaptive cable equalizer [5], 
which adapts to equalize any cable length from 0m to 
the length attenuating the signal by 40dB at 200MHz 
(300m Belden 8281 coaxial cable). The equalizer 
reconstructs the serial digital signal and has a transfer 
function reciprocal to the cable loss characteristic. 
Additionally this circuit provides a Carrier Detect 
(CD) output with visual indication at LD1 LED. U1 is 
connected to the input signal port in a single-ended 
input voltage mode through a balancing network 
minimizing noise and consisting of R1 (input 
termination), C1, C2, R2, R3 and R4 components. The 
output interface of the equalizer is a differential 
resistor network terminated one (R6, R7). The 
Automatic Equalizer Capacitor (AEC) C5 sets the 
loop time-constant for the adaptive loop response 
time. Through the connection of CD to the MUTE\ 
pin the data outputs DO and DO\ are suspended if no 
valid signal is detected at the input of the equalizer. 

Following the equalizer the SDI signal is routed to 
the GS7005 (U2 in Fig. 5) serial to parallel converter 
(receiver) [6]. The on-chip equalizer is bypassed in the 
design proposal (pin EQ\ is tied to the power supply), 
as it is capable of equalizing only up to 100m of 
Belden cable (much less then the equalizer circuit 
used). The main function of this integrated circuit is 
clock recovery, NRZI decoding conforming to the 
G1(X)=X+1 polynomial and SMPTE descrambling 
conforming to the G2(X)=X9+X4+1 polynomial to 
provide SMPTE 125M compliant parallel data and 
clock at the DOUT[0:9] and PCLK_OUT pins. A soft 
filtering to remove overshots, noise spikes and ringing 
is performed to the PCLK line with the R9 and C15 
components. An external PLL loop filter consisting of 
the R8, C10 components is connected to the U2. The 
LOCK signal, which becomes high after the receiver 
being successfully locked to the input bit stream, is 
used to drive the LD3 LOCK-V (Video) LED via an 
inverter U5C to indicate video locking to the user. 

After being processed by the U3 embedder/ 
deembedder IC in parallel 10-bit format the video 
signal is passed to the U4 (Fig. 5) parallel-to-serial 
converter (digital video serializer) GS9032 [7]. This 
IC performs sync detection, parallel-to-serial 
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conversion, data scrambling according to the 
G(X)=X9+X4+1 polynomial, 10x parallel clock 
multiplication and NRZ to NRZI serial data 
conversion. With a single VCO-resistor R11 the IC 
provides adjustment-free operation – the component 
value recommended for SMPTE 259M operation is 
used. The integrated quad cable driver is suitable for 
driving 75Ω loads with the SDI signals appearing at 
the SDO0, SDO0\ and SDO1, SDO1\ pins. The two 
output pairs signals are complements of each other, 
but the NRZI concept makes the SDI signal polarity 
insensitive. The SYNC detector, which looks for TRS-
words, is enabled and the polynomial converter 
BYPASS option of the IC is not used, so the BYPASS 
and SYNC_DIS pins are configured respectively. As 
the automatic mode for selecting the data rate is used 
(AUTO/MAN\ pin connected to the power supply), 
the SS[2:0] manual signal configuration pins are not 
connected. The external resistors R12 and R13 
configure the standard output voltage swing and the 
SDO1 outputs are enabled through the 
SDO1_ENABLE pin. The output impedance matching 
networks L1-R19-C19, L2-R20-C20, L3-R21-C21 
and L4-R22-C22 are provided as recommended by the 
device datasheet. In the actual device prototype only 2 
of the 4 SDI outputs are wired, although the PCB is 
designed to implement all 4 SDI outputs if necessary. 

VII. Audio signal preparation 

The AES/EBU audio is passed to the embedder/ 
deembedder codec through the differential bus 
transceiver SN75176A, a bidirectional data 
communication circuit designed for balanced data 
transmission lines and combining a 3-state line driver 
and a line receiver [8]. The U8 and U9 circuits in Fig. 
5 process the two AES3id input streams (4 audio 
channels total) supplying the audio/video codec with 
AINA and AINB signals and the U10 and U11 circuits 
prepare the two AES3id output streams processing the 
AOUTA and AOUTB signals from the codec (the 
transceivers are properly configured with the DE and 
RE\ pins respectively). 

The bidirectional bus transceivers proceed with the 
audio in balanced form, but the AES3id specs and the 
codec inputs/outputs are unbalanced [9]. So the use of 
coupling transformers specifically designed for digital 
audio data transmission such as the Pulse PE65812 is 
mandatory [10]. The input audio chain transformers 
are Tr1 and Tr2 in Fig. 5 with R23, R24, C23 and C24 
components serving as line termination and line 
balancing. The output audio chain transformers are 

Tr3 and Tr4 with R25-R32, C25 and C26 components 
for transformer and line termination. Because in the 
device proposal with the chipset used only embedding 
or deembedding of digital audio is possible depending 
on PCB and firmware settings, but not both, only the 
input OR the output audio chain is populated on the 
board with AES3id audio being supplied at J6 and J7 
as audio inputs and AES3id audio being output at J8 
and J9. 

VIII. Power supply and glue logic issues 

Power is applied to the embedder/deembedder 
device proposal through an external wall cube and the 
J10 power jack (Fig. 5). The D2-D5 diodes resolve the 
power supply polarity reversal issue. The design is 
somewhat peculiar as the supply requirements of the 
integrated circuits used greatly differ – from 5.0V and 
3.3V to 1.8V used by the timing generator U12. Some 
of the chips have many power supplies – the U3 
embedder for example, which uses both 5V and 3.3V. 

To fulfill these complex requirements a cascaded 
line regulators architecture is used, consisting of the 
U14 LM7805 5V regulator, the U15 ADP3339-3.3 
3.3V regulator and the U16 ADP3339-1.8 1.8V 
regulator [11]. All regulators have associated filtering 
capacitor components with many ceramic type power 
supply noise filtering capacitors placed near all ICs on 
the board. 

Because of the different power supplies of the 
integrated circuits interfacing them without damage to 
the ports requires glue logic to translate the voltage 
levels. This is especially important for the audio clock 
generator IC as it has the lowest power supply of 
1.8V. The U13 ADG3304 circuit used in the design 
has exactly this purpose to translate bidirectional 
between the 5V and the 1.8V bus logic levels [12]. 
The circuit processes the audio and video clock 
signals PCLK, PCLK1 and ACLK2 between timing 
circuit and audio codec ICs and is supplied at its side 
Y and side A with the two power supplies of 5V and 
1.8V respectively. 

To minimize spurious data transitions noise all 
unused circuits or parts of them (U5E, U5F, U7B) are 
logically tied to the high logic level. 

The video processing integrated circuits used 
consume a lot of power as listed in Table 3. This 
makes heat sinks and compulsory air cooling with a 
small 12V fan mandatory for reliable device 
operation.
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Fig.5. Schematic diagram of the SDI-AES embedder/ deembedder design proposal. 
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Table 3 
Power specifications of the design proposal circuits 

Integrated circuit Power, mW 
U1, CLC014 Adaptive Cable Equalizer 375 
U2, GS7005 Serial Digital Video 
Receiver 1000 

U3, GS9023A Embedded Audio CODEC 200 
U4, GS9032 Digital Video Serializer 1200 
U12, GS4901 Clock and Timing 
Generator 300 

U8-U11, SN75176 Differential Bus 
Transceiver 4 x 175 

U6, AT89S52 microcontroller 125 
LED indicators and other logic circuits 50 
Total for the design proposal 3950 

 

IX. Device prototype 

The device prototype consists of two independent 
devices – an SDI AES3 embedder SDIE10, presented 
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, and an SDI AES3 deembedder 
SDID10, presented in Fig. 8 (the bottom sides of the 
embedder and deembedder boards are identical). 
Because of the complexity of the design the printed 
circuit board is populated on both sides. The complete 
digital audio embedding and deembedding system as 
used during the design proposal evaluation and testing 
is presented in Fig. 9. The standards conformity tests 
are performed on the SDIT270 testing platform [13]. 

X. Conclusion 

The idea behind this design proposal was to 
implement the Gennum SDI processing chipset in an 
expandable, future-proof audio in video MUX/ 
DEMUX processing hardware to help minimize 
cabling associated costs for routing separate 
uncompressed video and audio signals. The resulting 
set of two devices (embedder and deembedder) 
conforms to the contemporary standard definition 
uncompressed digital video standards and opens the 
possibility for upgrading through simple software 
changes, making it an ideal universal professional SD 
video multiplexing platform.  
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Fig.6. AES3 embedder board – top view. 

 

Fig.7. AES3 embedder board – bottom view. 

 

Fig.8. AES3 deembedder board – top view. 
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Fig.9. AES3 embedder/deembedder combined system. 
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Investigation of indoor wireless communication  
environment using abstract modelling  

Viktor R. Stoynov 

 

Modern wireless communications are realized to a large extent in closed environments. A serious 
problem for broadband wireless exchange of data in such an environment is the poor quality of signal 
transmission due to walls and other barriers, generally called blockages. The simulation of such a 
complex environment can be accomplished using abstract modelling of enclosed spaces and the 
deployment of the blockages can be on a random or deterministic principle. In this work, through 
abstract modelling, the quality of the communication environment in indoor areas is studied in four 
defined scenarios, with the aim of covering the possible situations of a real working environment to 
the fullest extent. The average attenuation at a fixed number of transmitters and a changing number of 
receivers situated randomly in the space is studied. The influence of the number of receiver units on 
the average performance of the wireless network in an indoor environment is shown for each of the 
specified four scenarios. The validity of the simulations is confirmed by verification using analytical 
calculations of the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR).  

Изследване на безжична комуникационна среда в затворени пространства, 
използвайки абстрактно моделиране (Виктор Стоянов). Голяма част от съвременните 
безжични комуникации се реализират в затворена среда. Сериозен проблем при широколентов 
безжичен обмен на данни в такава среда е влошеното качество при предаване на сигналите 
поради наличието на стени и други прегради, най-общо наричани препятствия. Симулирането 
на такава сложна среда става чрез абстрактно моделиране на затворени пространства, 
като разполагането на препятствията може да бъде на случаен или на детерминиран 
принцип. Посредством имитационно моделиране, в настоящата работа е изследвано 
качеството на комуникационната среда в затворени пространства при обосновано 
дефинирани четири сценария, целта на които е в максимална степен да покрият възможните 
ситуации в реална работна среда. Изследвано е средното затихване при фиксиран брой 
предавателни устройства и вариращ брой потребители, ситуирани в пространството на 
случаен принцип. За всеки от четирите сценария е показано влиянието на броя приемни 
устройства върху средната производителност на безжичната мрежа в затворена среда. 
Достоверността на резултатите от симулациите е потвърдена чрез верификация с 
аналитични изчисления за отношението сигнал към интерференция.   

 

Introduction 

It is expected that the telecommunications 
networks of the future will meet the growing demands 
of users. The key direction of research is aimed at 
minimising latency, reaching higher data rates in 
different kinds of environments, and also at providing 
an opportunity to use ultra-high reliability and 
availability mobile connections. Current wireless 
networks have reached the limits of their capabilities, 
especially in regards to network capacity, coverage of 
cell-edge users, energy efficiency, quality of services 
(QoS), etc. [1]. There are two possible solutions – to 
introduce new technologies or to focus on the 

investigation of signal propagation characteristics in 
realistically modelled environments [2]. 

A substantial problem in telecommunications over 
the past few decades has been interference mitigation. 
Engineers have to find a way for every user to receive 
an excellent experience using mobile services, 
especially those located indoors. Nowadays, a 
significant amount of data traffic is generated and 
consumed in indoor environments [3]. The outer walls 
of the buildings are blockages for the signals, so the 
quality of service becomes really poor. The easiest 
approach to solving this problem is to provide small 
cells (access points) directly in the buildings. Hence, 
the coverage and capacity are improved since 
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femtocells are located very close to the indoor users, 
thus reducing the loss of the signal inside the building. 
Also, the walls separating the rooms may limit the 
interference within the building, resulting in perfect 
coverage and excellent data rates. 

Large-scale blockages such as buildings, walls etc. 
are often overlooked when urban cellular networks are 
designed. The models of blockages are often 
excessively simplified and their impact on signal 
propagation in indoor environments is not taken into 
account. The attenuation due to walls may become 
severe when the system operates in very high 
frequencies, such as millimetre-wave cellular 
networks. 

Traditionally, the effects of signal propagation 
through walls are integrated directly into the 
shadowing model, along with diffraction, reflections 
and scattering. Regrettably this approach is very 
conservative and limited because it doesn’t take into 
account the number and length of the walls, or the 
distance-dependence of blockage effects [4]. 

The shortcoming of the majority of the proposed 
analytical models of blockages is that they disregard 
the specifics of the signal propagation environment, 
such as the exact location of the blockages and their 
spatial orientation [5]. 

In [6] two abstract models for realistic indoor 
environment design are introduced and the 
performance of indoor users is studied. The models 
use blockages to illustrate the idea of walls in a 
building. The mathematical bedding used to develop 
the models is a random object process.  

In this work the throughput of indoor users will be 
investigated via a simulation set with four 
transmitters; two different types of wall pattern; with 
the fixed, for each iteration. The simulations will be 
performed for the following different numbers of 
receiver positions - 5, 15, 25, 35 and 45. The model of 
the indoor environment will be determined by the 
length, attenuation and density of the walls 
(blockages). 

System model description 

Transmitters and receivers location 

The four transmitters (Tx) in the indoor system 
model are located in the vertices of a square with side-
length R, marked as [square] in the scenarios 
descriptions (Fig.1a). When the [square] transmitters 
are rotated by π/4, the alternative transmitters’ 
disposal is obtained. It is labelled as [rhomboid] and 
is shown in Fig.1b. If the simulations are done without 
blockages, the location of the transmitters does not 
significantly affect the throughput of the receivers.  

The receivers (Rx) (users) are located at the cell 
edge, at a distance of R/2 from the closest transmitter 
(dTx). The other three transmitters are assumed to be 
sources of interference (iTx1÷3). The location of each 
receiver is determined by its polar coordinates (R/2, 
Φ), measured against the nearest transmitter. The 
angle Φ ranges from 0 to π /2 (Fig. 1). 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig.1. Transmitters and receivers positions used  
in the definition of the four scenarios [6]. 

Signal propagation characteristics 
The downlink signal is assumed to suffer 

attenuation due to the wall blockages, distance-
dependent path loss and small-scale fading. The path 
loss law is defined by the equation:  

(1) ( ) αcd=dl −1  

where d is the distance between a transmitter and a 
receiver; c is a constant equal to 38.46 dB when using 
femtocells; and α is the path loss exponent with a 
value of 2 [7].  

The attenuation caused by the walls is determined 
by accumulating the attenuation of each wall. In the 
models considered in this work, the blockages are 
defined as two-dimensional objects, and the 
investigated wireless network is designed to be 
interference limited.  

Definition and distribution of blockages 

In this work, two methods for wall arrangement are 
used. The first one is based on a Boolean scheme, 
where the positions of the centre points of the walls 
are randomly distributed according to a Poisson Point 
Process (PPP) of density λ. The lengths of the walls 
follow Arbitrary Distribution fL(l).  

A wall’s spatial orientation, identified by the angle 
θ, can be uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 2π), 
but this is proved to be not realistic enough [8] and 
will not be considered in this paper. The wall pattern, 
when θ is a binary choice – {0; π/2}, is denoted as 
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[binary] (Fig. 2a). Wall configuration, named 
[regular], is generated as a Manhattan grid (Fig.2b). 
The space between every two adjacent parallel walls 
is set to Δ. This distance is calculated based on the 
dimensions of the considered region of interest and is 
related to the average wall length E[L] and wall 
density parameter λ: Δ=2/λE[L]. Geometrically, the 
region of interest is a square with side length – 
integer, multiple of Δ.  

In order to achieve different modifications of the 
[regular] wall layout, it might be randomly shifted by 
δx in x-axis and by δy in y-axis.  

 
(a) (b) 

Fig.2. Generated wall maps for (a) [binary]  
and (b) [regular] cases. 

Naturally, the experiments in this work are 
conducted under the same conditions - the number of 
walls, receivers and transmitters remain constant for 
each simulation.  

Scenarios setups 
Regarding the location of the transmitters and 

walls layouts, the following four scenarios are 
defined:  

S1={[binary], [square]} 
S2={[binary], [rhomboid]} 
S3={[regular], [square]} 
S4={[regular], [rhomboid]} 

Each scenario is simulated for different numbers of 
receivers - 5, 15, 25, 35, 45. 

Analytical model 
One of the most important parameters is the 

average number of blockages E[K] that obstruct the 
path between the transmitter and the receiver: 
(2) [ ] βd=KE  

β is blockage factor that differs according to the wall 
distribution method and for the [binary] case is: 

(3) 
( )| | ( )| |( )

2
cossin φ+φ

λE[L]=β  

φ denotes the angle of the link between transmitter 
and receiver against the x-axis.  

Using the equations (2) and (3), the average 
number of blockages Е[K] along a link with length d –
for [binary] case can be expressed as: 

(4) 
( )| | ( )| |( )

2
cossin φ+φ

λE[L]d=E[K] . 

It is clear that the average number of blockages 
E[K] located between a transmitter and a receiver is 
directly proportional to the average length of these 
wall objects E[L].  

For the [regular] case E[K] is calculated as: 
(5) yxyx p+p+N+N=E[K] , 

where Nx and Ny denote the number of walls without 
random shifts δx or δy, px and py are the numbers of 
additional walls (the new walls, required to preserve 
the average wall density, after a random shifting is 
performed). 

When the number of the walls is set to Кi, the total 
attenuation of the signals in this area will be ωi=ωKi. 
Although each wall may have a different attenuation, 
the experiments conducted here consider 10 dB fixed 
attenuation. Then the signal-to-interference ratio for 
one indoor user can be: 

(6) 
( )

( ) iiii ωdlhP

ωdlhP
=γ 0000 , 

where do is the distance between the receiver Rx and 
its serving transmitter dTx, P0 is the transmit power of 
the serving transmitter dTx, while Pi (i = 1, 2, 3) are 
those of the interfering transmitters iTx1, iTx2 and iTx3, 
respectively. h0 and hi denote the small-scale fading, di 
is the distance between the receiver and the i-th 
interference transmitter and l(d0) and l(di) are the path 
losses.  

In [6] an expression to approximate geomean (γ) 
for [binary] case is derived. The average SIR is 
calculated by: 
(7)
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where '
iω provides an accurate approximation for 

geomean (ωi) and is called effective wall attenuation.  

Simulations and experimental results 
Despite the location of the transmitters [square] or 

[rhomboid], they are spaced from each other at a 
distance of R=40m. Each transmitter signifies a 
femtocell with a transmit power of 100 mW. The 
distance between the serving transmitter dTx and the 
receivers is set to 20 m. The wall density is λ=0.05 m-2, 
and the average wall length is E[L]=5m. All parameters 
and their values are given in Table 1.  

Table 1 
Parameters and their numerical values 

Parameter Value 
Inter transmitter distance R=40 m 

Number of interferers 3 
Distance between Tx and 

Rx (radius) R/2=20 m 
Rx positions 5,15,25,35,45 
Wall density λ=0.05 m-2 

Wall attenuation 10 dB 
Average wall length E[L]=5m 
Scenario realisations 105

Pathloss law l(d)=10-38.46/10d-α 
Transmitter power 

(femtocells) P=100 mW 

Only for the [binary] wall distribution can the 
average wall attenuation and signal-to-interference 
ratio be analytically calculated (7). The [regular] wall 
pattern scenarios cannot be examined analytically but 
only via simulations. Vienna LTE-A system level 
simulator [9] is a proper tool for an abstract modelling 
of all the scenarios. The users’ throughput results are 
obtained after 500 simulation runs – each with 200 
identical transmission time intervals. The results for 
wall attenuation are obtained from 5000 simulations.  

In general, in this work are presented analytical 
and simulation results for average wall attenuation, 
and system-level simulation results, evaluating the 
SIR and average users’ throughput. 

In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are shown graphs of wall 
attenuation for the four defined scenarios. The 
[binary] scenarios (S1 and S2) are analytically 
verified as well (7), and it is clear that analytical and 
simulation curves overlap perfectly. 

Fig. 5 shows the SIR simulation results for all four 
scenarios. It is obvious that the [regular] wall 
arrangements (scenarios S3 and S4) achieve a higher 
level of SIR. The main reason is the protection offered 
by the walls against the interference - in every 

simulation run there are blockages between the users 
and the three interfering transmitters. On the other 
hand, in [binary] cases (scenarios S1 and S2), it is 
more likely walls between the receiver and the 
interfering transmitters to miss.  

The lower SIR in scenarios S1 and S2 can be 
explained by the usage of a stochastic method for 
distribution of the walls – it is more difficult to predict 
the position of blockages in [binary] compared to 
[regular] case.  

 
Fig.3. Average attenuation level per transmitter 

S2=[binary, rhomboid] and S4=[regular, rhomboid] 
scenarios. 

 
Fig.4. Average attenuation level per transmitter for 

S1=[binary, square] and S3=[regular, square] scenarios. 

When S3 and S4 scenarios are performed, the 
increase of the wall density parameter λ will lead to 
the suppression of the interference as well as the 
signal, which will result not only in degradation of the 
service but also in lower throughput. 

Fig. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 depict the throughput of the 
users when different numbers of Rx positions are used 
- respectively 5, 15, 25, 35, 45.  
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Fig.5. SIR from system level simulations  

for all the scenarios. 

 
Fig.6. Average user throughput results for 5 users. 

Apart from the users in edge positions, the figures 
show the same trend as the SIR results. The 
Manhattan grid-like wall arrangement, denoted as 
[regular], shows better performance compared to 
[binary] case no matter how many Rx positions are 
explored. The explanation for this behaviour is that 
the walls located alongside y-axis affect to a much 
lesser extent the signal propagation between the dTx 
and the users. These walls, however, are very 
important to suppress the interference from other 
transmitters (iTx1÷3).  

For scenarios S2 and S4 (the [rhomboid] case), 
the users located at Ф=π/4 have the best throughput. 
This is apparent also from Fig. 3 – the average 
attenuation level is lower for the Rx position 
determined by Ф= π/4. 

 
Fig.7. Average user throughput results for 15 users.  

 
Fig.8. Average user throughput results for 25 users.  

 
Fig.9. Average user throughput results for 35 users.  
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Fig.10. Average user throughput results for 45 users. 

Conclusion 

In this paper the influence of different numbers of 
edge users on the average throughput in an indoor 
environment, using the four scenarios above 
determined by wall layout and transmitter location, 
was discussed. The results obtained by system level 
simulations for average user throughput show the 
same trend as the SIR results. The Manhattan grid 
(regular distribution of wall objects) shows better 
performance compared to the random object process 
based on binary arrangement of blockages. Using the 
same amount of physical resources in each scenario 
and increasing the number of users lead to a decrease 
in average user throughput. The peaks of the graphs 
indicate better performance for the users located at 
Ф=π/4, which become less noticeable when the 
number of Rx positions increases. As the number of 
simulations increases, the smoother the curves become 
while the trend remains the same. 

The models for distribution of walls can be used to 
achieve more realistic indoor environments in order to 
test different techniques for interference mitigation. 
Particularly in the [regular] wall arrangement, the 
distance between the walls may vary, thus 
representing larger varieties of accurate floor plans.  

Future work may focus on modelling of reflections 
of the signal in an indoor environment, where the 
walls have different attenuation. It would also be 
interesting to investigate scenarios providing more 
realistically located blockages and interfering 

transmitters, which would help to reach more 
universal conclusions 
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Cloud communications: survey on architecture 
of Internet- based networks for cloud services 

Seferin T. Mirtchev, Ignat S. Stanev, Rossitza I. Goleva 
Georgi P. Georgiev 

The cloud communications are Fiber Channel Technology or Internet-accessed voice, data and 
video communications where storage, switching and telecommunications applications are hosted by a 
third-party outside of the end-user devices. The applications are accessed via the Web or other type of 
interface instead of user’s local storage, independently of time and place as well as the type of user 
equipment. In cloud computing, the services are delivered and used over the Internet or other 
technology and are paid for by cloud customer on an "as-needed, pay-per-use" business model. The 
cloud infrastructure is maintained by the cloud provider, not by the individual cloud customer. The 
cloud computing networks are large groups of server farms and data centers with specialized 
connections to distribute data storage and processing. The cloud service providers take advantage of 
low-cost computing technology. This shared IT infrastructure contains large pools of systems that are 
linked together. The virtualization techniques are used to maximize the power of cloud computing. It 
isolates software from hardware and so provides a mechanism to quickly reallocate applications 
across servers based on computational demands. Virtualization also isolates the end-user from the 
cloud infrastructure allowing the access to the services regardless of time and place. The cloud 
computing has been widely recognized as the next generation computing infrastructure. It offers 
certain advantages by allowing users elastically to utilize resources at low cost in an on-demand 
fashion for provided infrastructure (e.g., servers, networks, and storages), platforms (e.g., middleware 
services and operating systems), and software (e.g., application programs). The cloud computing is 
powerful network architecture to offer large-scale and complex applications. 

Облачни комуникации, обзор на архитектурата на Интернет-базираните мрежи за 
облачни услуги (Сеферин Т. Мирчев, Игнат С. Станев, Росица И. Голева, Георги П. 
Георгиев). Облачните комуникации са комуникации на говор, данни и видео където 
съхранението, комутацията и телекомуникационните приложения се предоставят от трета 
страна извън крайните устройства на абоната. Приложенията са достъпни през интернет 
мрежата или друг интерфейс вместо от локално записващо устройството на абоната, 
независимо от времето и мястото както и от типа оборудване на потребителя. При 
облачните изчисленията услугите се предоставят и използват през интернет и се заплащат 
от абонатите на облачни услуги чрез типичния бизнес модел "каквото е необходимо, плащане 
при използване". Инфраструктурата на облака се поддържа от доставчика на облачни 
услуги, а не от абонатите. В мрежите за облачни изчисления са големи групи от сървъри със 
специализирани връзки до разпределени центрове за съхранение и обработка на информация. 
Доставчиците на облачни услуги се възползват от ниската цена на компютърните 
технологии. Тази споделена ИТ инфраструктура съдържа голям брой системи, които са 
свързани помежду си. Техниките за виртуализация се използват, за да се максимизира 
производителността на облачните изчисления. Тe изолират софтуера от хардуера, абоната 
от инфраструктурата на облака, позволявайки достъп до услугите независимо от времето и 
мястото, и така осигуряват механизъм за бързо преразпределяне на приложенията между 
сървъри според изискванията. Обработката в облака е широко призната като изчислителна 
инфраструктура от следващо поколение. Облачните изчисления предлагат някои предимства, 
като позволяват на потребителите да използват еластично на ниска цена при поискване, 
предоставени от доставчиците на облачни услуги, инфраструктура (например, сървъри, 
мрежи и памет), платформи (например, мидълуер услуги и операционни системи) и софтуер 
(например, приложни програми). Облачните изчисления са мощна мрежова архитектура за 
предоставяне на мащабни и сложни приложения. 

“Network Computing ≡ Internet Computing ≡ Cloud Computing: The next step in the evolution of IT” [1] 
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Introduction 

Cloud computing technology is a core foundational 
driver of growth and innovation across the global IT 
landscape. Cloud computing is a technology that is 
used to support online IT infrastructure. It has become 
the new trend in delivering business applications and 
services. The cloud is a cost-effective, flexible and 
reliable IT infrastructure. 

Cloud services are a broad term, referring 
primarily to data-center-hosted services that are run 
and accessed over an Internet or other infrastructure 
[1].  

Cloud computing is a type of computing that relies 
on sharing computing resources rather than having 
local servers or personal devices to handle 
applications. Cloud computing is comparable to grid 
computing, a type of computing where unused 
processing cycles of all computers in a network are 
harnessed to solve problems too intensive for any 
stand-alone machine. 

In cloud computing, the word “cloud” (also 
phrased as "The cloud") is used as a metaphor for "the 
Internet," so the phrase cloud computing means "a 
type of Internet-based or other type like Fiber Channel 
Technology computing," where different services - 
such as servers, storage and applications are delivered 
to an organization's computers and devices through 
the Internet or other global communication 
technologies [2]. 

Cloud computing is an on-demand service that has 
obtained mass appeal in corporate data centers. The 
cloud enables the data center to operate like the 
Internet and computing resources to be accessed and 
shared as virtual resources in a secure and scalable 
manner. Like most technologies, trends start in the 
enterprise and shift to adoption by small business 
owners. 

A “vertical cloud”, or “vertical cloud computing”, 
is a phrase used to describe the optimization of cloud 
computing and cloud services for a particular vertical 
(e.g., a specific industry) or specific application use. 
The cloud provider will offer specialized functions 
and options that best meet industry-use and 
specifications. Today, the health care cloud and 
network management clouds are considered to be 
well-established vertical clouds. 

Since a cloud is an online IT infrastructure, the 
network is also a key component. Networking theories 
and practice have been widely used in cloud 
computing [3]. 

In this survey, we will explain the different types 
of Cloud Computing services, show architectural 
design of cloud computing and its applications, 

present cloud computing key concepts and 
implementation and illustrate how they work, as well 
as discus cloud trends and challenges. The aim of this 
survey is to provide a better understanding of the 
design challenges of cloud computing and to identify 
important cloud trends and activities in this 
increasingly important area. 

Cloud computing definition 

Cloud computing is the delivery of computing 
services over the Internet or other networking 
technology. There are public and private clouds as 
well as different technological solutions on the 
market. Cloud services allow individuals and 
businesses to use software and hardware that are 
managed by third parties at remote locations. 
Examples of cloud services include online file storage, 
social networking sites, webmail, and online business 
applications. The cloud computing model allows 
access to information and computer resources from 
anywhere and anytime through available network 
connection. Cloud computing provides a shared pool 
of resources, including data storage space, networks, 
computer processing power, specialized corporate and 
user applications [4].  

The generally accepted definition of Cloud 
Computing comes from the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) [5]. The NIST 
definition essentially says that “Cloud computing is a 
model for enabling convenient, on-demand network 
access to a shared pool of configurable computing 
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, 
applications, and services) that can be rapidly 
provisioned and released with minimal management 
effort or service provider interaction.” 

In plain terms, it is the ability for the end-users to 
utilize parts of bulk resources. These resources can be 
acquired quickly and easily. 

NIST also offers up several characteristics that it 
sees as essential for a service to be considered “Cloud-
based”. These characteristics include: 

• On-demand self-service. The ability for an end 
user to sign up and receive services without the long 
delays that have characterized traditional IT. 

• Broad network access. Ability to access the 
service via standard platforms (desktop, laptop, 
mobile etc). 

• Resource pooling. Resources are pooled across 
multiple customers. 

• Rapid elasticity. Capability can be scaled to cope 
with demand peaks. 

• Measured Service. Billing is metered and 
delivered as an utility service. 
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Clouds, Grids, and Distributed Systems 

Many discerning readers will immediately notice 
that the definition of Cloud Computing overlaps with 
many existing technologies, such as Grid Computing, 
Utility Computing, Services Computing, and 
distributed computing in general. The Cloud 
Computing is not only overlaps with Grid Computing, 
it is indeed evolved out of Grid Computing and relies 
on Grid Computing as its backbone and infrastructure 
support. The evolution has been a result of a shift in 
focus from an infrastructure that delivers storage and 
compute resources (such is the case in Grids) to one 
that is economy-based aiming to deliver more abstract 
resources and services (such is the case of Clouds). As 
for Utility Computing, it is not a new paradigm of 
computing infrastructure. It is rather a business model 
in which computing resources, such as computation 
and storage, are packaged as metered services similar 
to a physical public utility, like electricity or public 
switched telephone network or smart grid etc.. The 
Utility Computing is typically implemented using 
other computing infrastructure (e.g. Grids) with 
additional accounting and monitoring services. 

A Cloud infrastructure can be utilized internally by 
a company or exposed to the public as utility 
computing [6]. An overview of the relationship 
between Clouds and other domains is presented in 
Figure 1.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Grids and Clouds Overview, source [6]. 

The Cloud overlaps with existing technologies like 
Web 2.0 that covers almost the whole spectrum of 
service-oriented applications. Cloud Computing lies at 
the large-scale side like Supercomputing and Cluster 
Computing that have been more focused on traditional 
non-service applications. Grid Computing overlaps 

with all these fields where it is generally considered of 
lesser scale than supercomputers and Clouds. 

How cloud computing works 

The goal of cloud computing is to apply traditional 
supercomputing or high-performance computing 
power, normally used by military and research 
facilities, to perform tens of trillions of computations 
per second in consumer-oriented applications such as 
financial portfolios. It delivers personalized 
information, provides data storage or powers large, 
immersive online computer games. 

The cloud computing uses networks of server 
farms that are large groups of servers typically 
running low-cost consumer PC technology with 
specialized connections for distributed data-
processing. Storage capacity and server farms form 
recent data centers. This shared IT infrastructure 
contains large pools of systems that are linked 
together. The virtualization techniques are used to 
maximize the power of cloud computing and to isolate 
managed services from the end-user’s equipment. 

Just like introducing the Client/Server model 
impacted almost everything we did in IT (operation 
IT, developing applications, etc.), Cloud computing 
has strong impact on the IT industry by [1]: 

– New consumption and delivery model 
– Optimization for massive scalability, delivery 

of services, etc. 
– Centralized model, hybrid service acquisition 

models 
– Support of huge numbers of mobile devices and 

sensors 
– Internet technology-based architecture 

The Cloud Computing Stack 

Cloud Computing is often described as a stack, in a 
response to the broad range of services built on top of 
one another under the moniker “Cloud” [7].  

The Cloud Computing stack is depicted in the 
diagram below (Fig. 2). Three distinct service models 
are shown within the cloud computing: Software as a 
Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). 

These three categories of Cloud Computing are 
simplifying the way of differentiating parts of the 
distributed framework as: 

• SaaS applications that are designed for end-users 
and delivered over the web. 

• PaaS that is the set of tools and services designed 
to make coding and deploying those applications 
quickly and efficiently. 

• IaaS that is the hardware and software that 
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powers it all like servers, storage, networks, and 
operating systems. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Cloud Computing stack, Source [7]. 

 
The cloud architecture can be divided into 4 

general layers that map to the available business 
models: the hardware/ data center layer; the 
infrastructure layer; the platform layer and the 
application layer (Fig.3). Each layer can be divided 
into sub layers for research and developing purposes. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Cloud computing service models, Source [8]. 
 

Software as a Service (SaaS) model provides a pre-
made application, along with any required software, 
operating system, hardware, and network. Platform as 
a Service (PaaS) provides an operating system, 
hardware, and network. The customer installs or 
develops its own software and applications. The 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model provides just 
the hardware and network where the customer installs 
or develops its own operating systems, software and 
applications.  

Cloud services are typically made available via a 
private cloud, community cloud, public cloud or 
hybrid cloud [9]. There is no clear distinction between 
different types of clouds.  

Private cloud is a cloud infrastructure provisioned 

for exclusive use by a single organization comprising 
multiple consumers (e.g., business units). It may be 
owned, managed, and operated by the organization, a 
third party, or some combination of them, and it may 
be installed anywhere, i.e. on or off premises.  

Community cloud is a cloud infrastructure that 
provides exclusive use of specific community of 
consumers from organizations that have shared 
concerns (e.g., mission, security requirements, policy, 
and compliance considerations). It may be owned, 
managed, and operated by one or more of the 
organizations in the community, a third party, or some 
combination of them, and it might be installed and 
supported from any place.  

Public cloud is provisioned for open use by the 
general public. It may be owned, managed, and 
operated by a business, academic, or governmental 
organizations.  

Hybrid cloud is a cloud infrastructure that is a 
composition of two or more distinct cloud 
infrastructures (private, community, or public). They 
remain unique entities but are bounded together by 
standardized or proprietary technology that enables 
data and application portability (e.g., cloud bursting 
for load balancing between clouds). 

Cloud services are the most rapidly growing 
segment of the IT marketplace. As Figure 4 shows, 
International Data Corporation's (IDC) forecast for 
U.S. public cloud services spending will double from 
$37.1 billion in 2014 to more than $75 billion in 2018. 
SaaS will dominate public cloud services spending 
because most customer demand is at the application 
level. 

 

 
Fig. 4. U.S. Public IT Cloud Services Revenue by 

Segment, 2014-2018 ($), Source: IDC [10] 

Cloud architecture 

Cloud computing is considered as a powerful 
network architecture to perform large-scale and 
complex computing. Clouds are developed to address 
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Internet-scale or global scale computing problems. 
Clouds are usually referred to as a large pool of 
computing and/or storage resources, which can be 
accessed via standard protocols and interfaces. Some 
of these interfaces are mentioned in many sources as 
‘abstract’ due to the virtualization process. Clouds can 
be built on top of many existing protocols such as 
Web Services (Web Services Description Language - 
WSDL, Simple Object Access Protocol -SOAP), and 
some advanced Web 2.0 technologies such as 
Representational State Transfer (REST), Rich Site 
Summary (RSS), Asynchronous Javascript and XML 
(AJAX), etc. [6]. It is possible for Clouds to be 
implemented over existing Grid technologies 
leveraging more than a decade of community efforts 
in standardization, security, resource management, 
and virtualization support [29]. 

There are multiple versions of definition for Cloud 
architecture. Often it is used a four-layer architecture 
for Cloud Computing in comparison to the Grid 
architecture, composed of 1) fabric, 2) unified 
resource, 3) platform, and 4) application Layers 
(Fig.5). 

 

 
Fig. 5. Cloud Architecture, Source [6]. 

 
The fabric layer contains the raw hardware level 

resources, such as computer resources, storage 
resources, and network resources. The unified 
resource layer contains resources that have been 
abstracted/encapsulated (usually by virtualization) so 
they can be exposed to upper layers and end users as 
integrated resources, for instance, a virtual 
computer/cluster, a logical file system, a database 
system, etc. The platform layer adds on a collection of 
specialized tools, middleware and services on top of 
the unified resources to provide a development and/or 
deployment platform. For instance, it is a Web hosting 
environment, a scheduling service, etc. Finally, the 
application layer contains the applications that would 
run in the Clouds. 

Virtualization improves resource utilization and 
energy efficiency – helping to substantially reduce 

server maintenance overhead and providing fast 
disaster recovery and high availability. Virtualization 
has been very important for cloud computing, because 
it isolates software from hardware and so provides a 
mechanism to quickly reallocate applications across 
servers based on computational demands. 

Virtualization was a major step towards cloud 
infrastructure; however, the service component was 
still missing. Virtualized environments managed by 
internal system administrators and by default 
virtualization platforms do not provide the abstraction 
layer that enables cloud services. Layer of abstraction 
and on-demand provisioning must be provided on top 
of the cloud to enable cloud services (Fig. 6). This 
service layer is an important attribute of any cloud 
environment. It hides the complexity of the 
infrastructure and provides a cloud-management 
interface to users. Depending on the interface 
implementation, a cloud-management interface can be 
accessed through a management dashboard, REST or 
SOAP web services, programming APIs, or other 
services [11]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Simplified cloud infrastructure, Source [11].  
 

Cloud management interfaces provide functions 
allowing users to manage a cloud lifecycle. For 
instance, users can add new components to the cloud 
such as servers, storage, databases, caches, and so on. 
Users can use the same interface to monitor the health 
of the cloud and perform many other operations. 

ITU cloud computing infrastructure 

The cloud infrastructure which includes 
processing, storage, networking and other hardware 
resources as well as software assets is presented in 
[12]. Abstraction and control of physical resources are 
essential means to achieve the on-demand and elastic 
characteristics of cloud infrastructure. In this way, 
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physical resources can be abstracted into virtual 
machines (VMs), virtual storages and virtual 
networks. The abstracted resources are controlled to 
meet cloud service customers' needs. 

The main characteristics of cloud infrastructure 
are: network centric; on-demand resource 
provisioning; elasticity; high availability; resources 
abstraction [30]. 

Typically, there are several types of networks 
involved in cloud computing services delivery and 
composition, such as the intra-datacenter network and 
inter-datacenter network, as well as the access and 
core transport network, etc. To illustrate the cloud 
computing network concepts, a generic network 
model supporting cloud computing infrastructure, is 

shown in Figure 7. The generic network model 
consists of the following blocks: 

1) Intra-datacenter network connecting local cloud 
infrastructures, such as the datacenter local area 
network connecting servers, storage arrays and 
devices (e.g., firewalls, load balancers, application 
acceleration devices). 

2) Access and core transport network connecting 
cloud service customers to access and consume cloud 
services. 

3) Inter-datacenter network connecting remote 
cloud infrastructures. These infrastructures may be 
owned by the same or different cloud service 
providers. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Generic network model for cloud infrastructure, Source [12]. 

 

NIST cloud computing architecture 

The NIST Reference Architecture describes five 
major actors with their roles and responsibilities using 
the developing Cloud Computing Taxonomy. The 
NIST cloud computing reference architecture defines 

five major actors: Cloud Consumer, Cloud Provider, 
Cloud Broker, Cloud Auditor and Cloud Carrier (Fig. 
8). These core individuals have key roles in the realm 
of cloud computing. Each actor is an entity (a person 
or an organization) that participates in a transaction or 
process and/or performs tasks in cloud computing.  
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Fig. 8. Cloud Actors, source [9]. 

 
The Cloud Consumer is an individual or 

organization that acquires and uses cloud products and 
services. The purveyor of products and services is the 
Cloud Provider. Because of the possible service 
offerings (Software, Platform or Infrastructure) 
allowed for by the cloud provider, there will be a shift 
in the level of responsibilities for some aspects of the 
scope of control, security and configuration.  

The Cloud Broker acts as the intermediary between 
the consumer and the provider and will help 
consumers through the complexity of cloud service 

offerings and may also create value-added cloud 
services. The Cloud Auditor provides a valuable 
inherent function for the government by conducting 
the independent performance and security monitoring 
of cloud services. The Cloud Carrier is the 
organization which has the responsibility of 
transferring the data, somewhat akin to the power 
distributor or other utility provider. An overview of 
the NIST cloud computing reference architecture, 
which identifies the major actors, their activities and 
functions in cloud computing is presented in Figure 9 
[13]. The diagram depicts a generic high-level 
architecture and is intended to facilitate the 
understanding of the requirements, uses, 
characteristics and standards of cloud computing.  

Service Orchestration refers to the composition of 
system components to support the Cloud Provider’ 
activities in arrangement, coordination and 
management of computing resources while providing 
cloud services to Cloud Consumers. 

As a major architectural component of the cloud, 
security and privacy concerns need to be addressed. 
These needs set the level of confidence and trust and 
create an atmosphere of acceptance and the cloud’s 
ability to provide a trustworthy and reliable system. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. NIST Conceptual Reference Model, Source [13]. 
 

IBM cloud computing architecture 

The IBM Cloud Computing Reference 
Architecture (CCRA) is structured in a modular 

fashion (similar to the Service Oriented Architecture 
Reference Model) (Fig.10) [1,31]. On its highest level 
of abstraction, it defines a basic set of architectural 
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elements, which are refined to the next level of detail. 
This modular approach allows refinement of the 
CCRA architectural elements independently from 
each other by the respective small and medium 
enterprises. IBM’s CCRA addresses the three major 
roles in any cloud computing environment: Cloud 
service provider, Cloud service developer and Cloud 
service consumer.  

Figure 11 represents a complete cloud computing 
reference architecture infrastructure. As you can see 
from the lower parts of the box, building of the cloud 
starts with hardware infrastructure (servers, storage, 
network devices, and facilities). Next, adding cloud 
software (i.e. OpenStack) helps creation and delivery 
of some of the basic cloud functionality such as IaaS, 
and the operational and business support services for 
the cloud. Then adding a PaaS solution, for example 
IBM Bluemix is a final deployment step in system 
development.  

You can add in or deliver SaaS applications and 
combine them together to create business processes as 

a service. Security, performance, scaling, resiliency, 
and governance are also critical elements of a cloud 
solution. The left side of the figure shows a view of 
the consumers of cloud (end users). The right side 
shows a view of the producers of cloud content, 
applications and services. 

CCRA 4.0 categorizes the cloud business models 
and corresponding architecture by the following 
“cloud adoption patterns” (Fig. 12): Cloud Enabled 
Data Center (IaaS); Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) 
adoption pattern; Software-as-a-Service (SaaS); 
Cloud Service Providers; Mobile; Analytics. For each 
cloud adoption patterns, CCRA identifies: Common 
architecture patterns that describe the business drivers, 
the use-cases and the technologies that underlie each 
type of cloud computing implementation; Common 
architecture patterns for items that cut across all the 
adoption patterns including security, resiliency, 
performance, etc. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Cloud Computing Reference Architecture, Source [1]. 
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Fig. 11. IBM cloud computing reference architecture infrastructure, Source [14]. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Main workstreams of cloud computing reference 

architecture 4.0, Source [15]. 

The standards for connecting the computer systems 
and the software needed to make cloud computing 
work are not fully defined at present time, leaving 
many companies to define their own cloud computing 
technologies. Cloud computing systems offered by 
companies, like IBM's "Blue Cloud" technologies for 
example, are based on open standards and open source 
software which link together computers that are used 
to deliver Web 2.0 capabilities like mash-ups or 
mobile commerce. 

Cisco digital network architecture 

The enterprise network architectures are being 
challenged by the evolution of digital businesses that 
are embracing mobile, cloud, video, and Internet– of–
Things (IoT) technologies. Often referred to as the 
digitization of businesses, the adoption of these 
technologies can impact our lives much as the 
introduction of the Internet and World Wide Web did 
20 years ago. The advent of big data and analytics 
helps to enable better real–time decision making, 
automation, and efficiencies necessary to deliver such 
digitalized applications competitively. Additionally, 
the wide availability of cloud services is supporting 
these trends. The cloud is rapidly equalizing the 
opportunities for small and medium companies to 
cost–effective and access of advanced IT services. It 
was possible previously only within reach of 
established organizations [16].  

The evolution toward a dynamic, ubiquitous 
digitalized business does not come without risks. 
Universal connectivity opens up new, and often, 
devastating security risks. Complexity of network 
operations is expected to increase. Such operations 
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become more dynamic, generating more events and 
data for an increasing number of users and 
applications. The network is becoming difficult for 
management and operation.  

Cisco Digital Network Architecture (DNA) offers 
a new blueprint for the digital organization. The 
network is extended to embrace data center, cloud and 
IoT infrastructures while maintaining the traditional 
high availability, scalability and performance 
characteristics. The DNA infrastructure is designed to 

deliver services like: network services for enabling the 
ubiquitous connectivity; security services for 
protecting the data and user integrity; and digital 
services for optimizing the business applications. As a 
result, Cisco DNA provides the platform for digital 
solution delivery to enable a superior workforce and 
customer experience while simplifying business 
operations. Figure 13 shows an overview of the Cisco 
Digital Network Architecture. 

 

 
 

Fig. 13. Cisco Digital Network Architecture Vision, Source [16]. 
 
The Cisco DNA is built to facilitate fast and flexi-

ble network services that support digitalized business 
processes. The DNA centers are around a network 
infrastructure that is not only fully programmable and 
open to third–party innovation, but can also fully and 
seamlessly integrate the cloud as an infrastructure 
component. The DNA controller facilitates simple, 
automated, and programmatic deployment of network 
services. It brings the notion of user and application–
aware policies into the foreground of network 
operations. With DNA, the network can provide 
continuous feedback to simplify and optimize network 
operations and to support digitalized applications to 
become inherently network–aware. 

Mobile cloud computing architecture 

Mobile cloud computing (MCC) has been 
introduced to be a potential technology for mobile 
services together with an explosive growth of the 
mobile applications and emerging of cloud computing 
concept. MCC integrates the cloud computing into the 
mobile environment and overcomes obstacles related 
to the performance (e.g., battery life, storage, and 
bandwidth), environment (e.g., heterogeneity, 

scalability, and availability), and security (e.g., 
reliability and privacy). MCC brings new types of 
services and facilities to mobile users allowing them 
to take full advantages of cloud computing. 

The general architecture of MCC is shown in Fig. 
14. The mobile devices are connected to the mobile 
networks via base stations (e.g., base transceiver 
station, access point, or satellite) that establish and 
control the connections (wireless links) and functional 
interfaces between the network and mobile devices.  

Mobile users’ requests and information (e.g., ID 
and location) are transmitted to the central processors 
that are connected to servers providing mobile 
network services. Mobile network operators can 
provide services to mobile users as authentication, 
authorization, and accounting based on the home 
agent and subscribers’ data stored in databases. After 
that, the subscribers’ requests are delivered to a cloud 
through the Internet. In the cloud, cloud controllers 
process the requests to provide mobile users with the 
corresponding cloud services. These services are 
developed with the concepts of utility computing, 
virtualization, and service-oriented architecture (e.g., 
web, application, and database servers). . 
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Fig. 14. Mobile cloud computing architecture, Source [17]. 
 
Cloud computing is a large-scale distributed 

network system implemented based on a number of 
servers in data centers. Data centers provide the 
hardware facility and infrastructure for clouds. In data 
center layer, a number of servers are linked with high-
speed networks to provide services for customers. 
Typically, data centers are built in less populated 
places, with high power supply stability and a low risk 
of disaster.  

Cloud computing is known to be a promising 
solution for mobile computing because of many 
reasons (e.g., mobility, communication, and 
portability 

Cloud computing architecture in Bulgaria 

Cloudware architecture  
The platform of the Cloudware architecture is 

designed in a way that even in the unlikely event 
when all of its control servers go offline, the active 
Cloud servers on the hypervisors will continue to 
process uninterrupted (Fig. 15) [18]. 

 
 

Fig. 15. Cloudware architecture, Source [18]. 
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The redundancy is organized in an N+1 
configuration, wherein the content and configuration 
of the main server is replicated in real-time on at least 
one other server, which can automatically replace the 
first one in case of failure. A broad range of the server 
parameters are monitored 24x7x365 in real-time 
through a special IPMI controller and a specialized 
monitoring system – temperature of the processors of 
the whole system and hard drives, performance of the 
cooling fans, voltage values of the power modules, 
S.M.A.R.T status of the hard disk drives, used disk 
space, RAM load, processor load, network 
connections, number of running processes, etc. The 
monitoring allows on-time diagnosis, prevention or 
troubleshooting of possible problems on the server. 
The network connectivity of the servers is completely 
redundant and all connections go through several 
independent network controllers and devices. 

 
VMware Cloud Foundation™ platform 
With the Software-Defined Data Center (SDDC), 

VMware laids out the vision for the architecture of the 
hybrid cloud [19]. SDDC redefines the architecture 
and operational model of the data center, enabling IT 
to complete the transition to hybrid cloud and 
maximize its benefits (Fig. 16). In an SDDC, 
compute, storage, and networking services are 
decoupled from underlying hardware infrastructure 
and abstracted into logical pools of resources that can 
be more flexibly provisioned and managed.  

 

 
Fig. 16 Software-Defined Data Center Architecture, 

Source [19]. 
 

To accelerate the customer journey to SDDC, 
VMware has introduced VMware Cloud 
Foundation™ that is a new unified SDDC platform 
for the private and public cloud [20]. Cloud 
Foundation brings together VMware’s compute, 
storage, and network virtualization into a natively 
integrated stack that can be deployed on premises or 
run as a service from the public cloud (Fig. 17). 

 

 
Fig. 17. VMware Cloud Foundation Software Stack,  

Source [20] 
 
The core components of VMware Cloud 

Foundation are VMware vSphere (cloud computing 
virtualization platform), Virtual Storage Area 
Network (SAN) and Networking and Security 
software product family (NSX). VMware Cloud 
Foundation also comes with VMware SDDC Manager 
that automates the entire system lifecycle and 
simplifies software operations. In addition, it can be 
further integrated with VMware vRealize® Suite, 
Horizon® and VMware Integrated OpenStack. 

VMware Cloud Foundation integrates computing, 
storage, and networking into a single layer of 
software, ensuring full interoperability of the entire 
software stack to deliver the easiest path to deploy a 
virtualized infrastructure. It takes hyper-convergence 
to the next level by extending the convergence of 
computing and storage by including network 
virtualization. This allows simpler network 
management and elastic scalability at data-center 
scale. VMware Cloud Foundation can be run as a 
service from leading cloud service providers, 
establishing a common operational model between 
private and public clouds, which leverages existing 
administration skill-sets, tools, and processes. 

Cloud services 

Cloud services are made available to users on 
demand via the Internet or other technology from a 
cloud computing provider's servers. It could be 
provided by a company's own on-premises servers or 
any other server farm. Cloud services are designed to 
provide easy, scalable access to applications, 
resources and services, and are fully managed by a 
cloud service provider [32]. 

A cloud service can dynamically scale to meet the 
needs of its users, and because the service provider 
supplies the hardware and software necessary for the 
service, there’s no need for a company to provide or 
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deploy its own resources or allocate IT staff to 
manage the service. Examples of cloud services 
include online data storage and backup solutions, 
Web-based e-mail services, hosted office suites and 
document collaboration services, database processing, 
managed technical support services and more. 

Cloud consumers need service-level agreements 

(SLA) to specify the technical performance 
requirements fulfilled by a cloud provider. Depending 
on the requested services, the activities and usage 
scenarios can be different among cloud consumers. 
Some example cloud services available to a cloud 
consumer are presented in Figure 18. 

 
 

Fig. 18. Example services available to a cloud consumer, Source [13]. 
 
Software as a Service (SaaS) applications are in the 

cloud and are accessible via a network. The 
consumers of SaaS can be organizations that provide 
their members an access to software applications, end 
users who directly use software applications, or 
software application administrators who configure 
applications for end users. SaaS consumers can be 
billed basing on the number of end users, the time of 
use, the network bandwidth consumed, and the 
amount of data stored or the duration of stored data.  

Cloud consumers of Platform as a Service (PaaS) 
can employ the tools and execution resources 
provided by cloud providers to develop, test, deploy 
and manage the applications hosted in a cloud 
environment. PaaS consumers can be application 
developers who design and implement application 
software, application testers, who run and test 
applications in cloud-based environments, application 
implementers, who publish applications into the 
cloud, and application administrators who configure 

and monitor application performance on a platform. 
PaaS consumers can be billed according to, 
processing, database storage, network resources 
consumed by the application, and the duration of the 
platform usage.  

Consumers of Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 
have access to virtual computers, network-accessible 
storage, network infrastructure components, and other 
fundamental computing resources on which they can 
deploy and run arbitrary software. The consumers of 
IaaS can be system developers, system administrators 
and IT managers who are interested in creating, 
installing, managing and monitoring services for IT 
infrastructure operations. IaaS consumers are 
provisioned with the capabilities to access these 
computing resources, and are billed according to the 
amount or duration of resources usage, such as CPU 
hours used by virtual computers, volume and duration 
of data stored, network bandwidth consumed, number 
of IP addresses used for certain time slots.  
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Cloud in data center and for small business 

Voice has been the primary business 
communications tool forever. But workforce 
communications are rapidly evolving to include a 
broad mix of voice, email, instant message, presence, 
conferencing, video, and IP messaging all fully 
accessible from mobile phones and tablets as well as 
desk phones and desktop computers. The nature of 
work is also undergoing a radical transformation as 
workforces become increasingly distributed, mobile, 
and not tied to a physical location. The tools they use 
are becoming virtualized and accessible via websites 
and mobile apps. Mobile enterprise device usage is 
outpacing overall market growth [10]. Companies are 
embracing cloud delivery capabilities including 
software-as-a-service (SaaS), virtual desktop 
infrastructure, cloud storage, security-as-a-service, 
and mobile edge computing. Mainstream acceptance 
of cloud delivery for IT solutions paves the way for 
cloud-based communications solutions. 

Cloud computing has gained tremendous 
popularity in recent years. By outsourcing 
computation and storage requirements to public 
providers and paying for the services used, customers 
can relish upon the advantages of this new paradigm. 
Cloud computing provides a comparably lower-cost, 
scalable, a location-independent platform for 
managing clients’ data. Compared to a traditional 
model of computing, which uses dedicated in house 
infrastructure, cloud computing provides 
unprecedented benefits regarding cost and reliability. 
Cloud storage is a new cost-effective paradigm that 
aims at providing high availability, reliability, massive 
scalability and data sharing for end-user information. 
However, outsourcing data to a cloud service provider 
introduces new challenges from the perspectives of 
data correctness and security [21]. 

Cloud computing has started to obtain mass appeal 
in corporate data centers as it enables the data center 
to operate like the Internet through the process of 
enabling computing resources access and sharing 
them as virtual resources in a secure and scalable 
manner. 

For a small and medium size business (SMB), the 
benefits of cloud computing are currently driving 
adoption. In the SMB sector, there is often a lack of 
time and financial resources to purchase, deploy and 
maintain an infrastructure (e.g. the software, server 
and storage). In cloud computing, small businesses 
can access these resources and expand or shrink 
services as business needs change. The common pay-
as-you-go subscription model is designed to let SMBs 
easily to add or remove services and typically pay 

only for resource usage. 
In 2017, cloud challenges declined across the 

board with the exception of governance/control, which 
remained flat. Managing cloud spend fell only 
slightly. The expertise, security, and spend were all 
tied for the top challenge with 25% of respondents 
citing each as a significant challenge (Fig. 19). 

International Data Corporation (IDC) predicts 
cloud IT infrastructure spending to grow and reach 
$53.1B billion by 2019 and the IT infrastructure 
spending to be 46% of total expenditures on enterprise 
IT infrastructure. Worldwide spending on public cloud 
services will grow and reach more than $141B in 
2019. The IDC predicts the Software as a Service 
(SaaS) to remain the dominant cloud computing type, 
by capturing more than two-thirds of all public cloud 
spending. The worldwide spending on Infrastructure 
as a Service (IaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS) 
will grow at a faster rate than SaaS [22]. 

 

 
Fig. 19. Cloud Challenges Decline Overall. 

 
New emerging trends in 2017 are shown in [23]. 

Hybrid cloud is the preferred enterprise strategy, but 
private cloud adoption fells. Cloud users are running 
applications in multiple clouds. The competition 
among public cloud providers will increase. 
Enterprises will optimize the cloud costs by focusing 
on renewed solutions. The use of solutions like a 
Docker for open-source initiative designed to 
automate the deployment of applications within 
virtualized software containers using an additional 
abstraction layer and operating system-level 
virtualization will be useful for most of the end-users.  

Cloud computing strategy of European Union 

Within the Digital Single Market Strategy for 
Europe, the key role of cloud computing is established 
through the European Cloud Initiative and through the 
initiative on Building an European Data Economy 
[24]. The latter seeks to establish a free flow of data in 
Europe, as well as facilitating portability of data and 
switching of cloud service providers.  
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The European Cloud Initiative focuses on: 
• An European Open Science Cloud that is a 

trusted, open environment for storing, sharing and re-
using scientific data and results.  

• An European Data Infrastructure that is a world-
class digital infrastructure to securely access, move, 
share and process data in Europe. 

The current policy of the European Union on cloud 
computing [25] is set within the Digital Single Market 
Strategy for Europe where it plays a key role through 
the European Cloud Initiative, the European Free 
Flow of Data Initiative and the emerging issues 
related to ownership, access, and portability of data 
and switching of cloud service providers.  

The strategy includes the following three key 
actions. 

1. Safe and Fair Contract Terms and Conditions 
The aim of the cloud computing strategy was to 

develop model contract terms that would regulate 
different issues. Cloud computing contracts essentially 
create a framework in which the user has access to 
infinitely scalable and flexible IT capabilities 
according to needs. 

2. Cutting through the jungle of Standards 
Despite numerous standardization efforts, mostly 

led by suppliers, clouds might be developed in a way 
that lacks interoperability, data portability and 
reversibility, all crucial for the avoidance of lock-in. 
The priority now is to deploy existing standards to 
develop confidence in cloud computing via 
comparable service stacks as well as interoperable and 
diverse offerings. In addition to identifying the 
concerned standards compliance certification is 
needed.  

3. Establishing a European Cloud Partnership  
The European Cloud Partnership (ECP) brings 

together the industry and the public sector to work on 
common procurement requirements for cloud 
computing in an open and fully transparent way. The 
public sector has a key role to play in shaping the 
cloud computing market. Part of the ECP is the 
Cloud-for-Europe (C4E) initiative aiming at helping 
Europe's public authorities to procure cloud products 
and services so as to build trust in European cloud 
computing. 

The cloud computing strategy initiatives unveiled 
by the Commission in 2012 for unleashing the 
potential of cloud computing in Europe. The strategy 
outlined actions to deliver a net gain of 2.5 million 
new European jobs, and an annual boost of €160 
billion to the European Union GDP (around 1%), by 
2020. 

 

Teaching cloud computing 

Cloud computing is a new computing paradigm 
that is continuously evolving and spreading. Cloud 
computing builds on a wide range of different 
computing technologies such as high-performance 
computing, distributed systems, virtualization, 
storage, networking, security, management and 
automation, service-oriented architecture, business 
process management, service-level agreement, quality 
of service, etc. Some technologies that dominate 
significant amount of time as well as a prediction of 
the dominant technologies in future are presented in 
Fig. 20. 

Many experts believe it will become the dominant 
IT service delivery model by the end of the decade. As 
a result, universities worldwide are introducing cloud 
computing technologies in their curricula by updating 
existing courses or developing new ones [26].  

TeachCloud (a modeling and simulation 
environment for cloud computing) is an excellence 
cloud computing teaching tool. TeachCloud can be 
used to experiment with different cloud components 
such as: processing elements, data centers, storage, 
networking, service level agreement constraints, web-
based applications, service oriented architecture, 
virtualization, management, automation, and business 
process management. TeachCloud is a comprehensive, 
easy-to-use, efficient cloud computing modeling and 
simulation toolkit. 

 

 
Fig. 20. Emergence of technology, Source [27] 

 

Conclusion 

With the significant advances in Information and 
Communications Technology over the last half 
century, there is an increasingly perceived vision that 
computing will one day be the 5th utility (after water, 
electricity, gas, and telephony) [28]. This computing 
utility, like all other four existing utilities, will provide 
the basic level of computing service that is considered 
essential to meet the everyday needs of the general 
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community. To deliver this vision, a number of 
computing paradigms have been proposed, of which 
the latest one is known as Cloud computing. 

Cloud Computing is a term that does not describe a 
single thing – rather it is a general term that sits over a 
variety of services from Infrastructure as a Service at 
the base, through Platform as a Service as a 
development tool and through to Software as a 
Service replacing on premise applications [7]. 

This paper explains different types of Cloud 
Computing services and illustrates how they work. It 
also presents cloud computing key concepts, 
architectural principles and implementation, as well as 
cloud trends and challenges in this increasingly 
important area. 

Cloud Computing is a rapidly accelerating 
revolution within IT and will become the default 
method of IT delivery moving into the future – 
organizations would be advised to consider their 
approach towards beginning a move to the clouds 
sooner, rather than later because: 

• Cloud Computing is a disruptive change to the 
way IT services are delivered, shifting to the third 
compute model in the evolution of IT. 

• A solid Cloud Computing Architecture is 
required to successfully and economically 
manage Clouds. 

• The Journey to Cloud requires an integrated and 
orchestrated approach. 

• Customers are adopting Cloud Computing today. 
• Adoption often starts in the Development and 

Test Environments. 
• The Benefits of Cloud Computing are real. 
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ELECTRONICS 

Real-time FPGA image processing and robotic navigation 

Rosen P. Spirov, Neli S. Grancharova, Georgi A. Angelov  

 
This article presents the FPGA vision and robotic system on Altera’s De2 board. The object 

detection algorithm implemented in FPGA was based on feature detection and image filtering. A 
software-based algorithm was independently developed and examined in MATLAB to evaluate its 
performance and verify its effectiveness. Furthermore, to detect the identities of the objects in the 
current frame beginning from the identities of the objects in the previous frame, a graph matching 
algorithm is performed. The experimental data are processed with recurrent Kalman filter. Difficult 
to obtain reliably eliminate global movement as error correlation is present in the image frame and 
the inadequacy of the subject and the background helps to produce errors. Although the system can be 
furthered improved to obtain better results, overall the project was a success as it enabled any 
inputted face to be accurately detected and tracked. 

Обработка на изображения с FPGA в реално време и навигация за робот (Росен П. 
Спиров, Нели С. Грънчарова, Георги А. Ангелов). Тази статия представя FPGA навигационна 
роботизирана система на базата на борда Алтера DE2. Алгоритъмът за откриване обекти 
се изпълнява в FPGA и се базира на откриване на признаци и филтриране на изображението. 
Софтуерно-базираният алгоритъм е разработен за независимо изследване в MATLAB, за да се 
оцени и провери неговата ефективност. Освен това, за да се открият и идентифицират 
обекти в текущия кадър, се започва от признаци на обектите от предишния кадър и се 
съставя граф от алгоритъм за съвпадение. Експерименталните данни се обработват с 
рекурентен Калманов филтър. Трудността е да се получи надеждно премахване на 
глобалното движение като грешка при корелацията, която присъства в кадъра на 
изображението и неразличимостта на обекта и фона спомага за получаването на грешки. 
Въпреки, че системата може да бъде значително подобрявана, за да се получават по-добри 
резултати, като цяло проектът е успешен, тъй като дава възможност всеки въведен образ 
да бъде точно разпознат и проследен. 

 

     І. Introduction  

The goal of this article is to create an FPGA (Field 
Programmable Gate Arrays) system to detect and 
track an object in real time. The overall setup will 
include a Verilog and VHDL program, an Altera DE2 
board, a camera, and a VGA monitor.  

The object detection algorithm implemented here 
is based on feature detection and image filtering, as 
shown in fig.1. After the object region is detected, its 
location is determined by calculating the centroid of 
neighbouring feature pixels [1]. 
       A software-based algorithm is independently 
developed and examined in MATLAB to evaluate its 
performance and verify its effectiveness. However, it 
was infeasible to implement the same algorithm in 

Verilog due to the limitations of the language. Hence, 
several stages of the algorithm were modified.  
 

 
Fig.1. Block diagram of the system. 

The experimental results proved the accuracy and 
effectiveness of the hardware real time 
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implementation as the algorithm is able to handle 
varying types of input video frame. The GPIO outputs 
of the board controlled by impulses IC drivers, switching 
power supply circuits of stepper motors, as shown in 
fig.2. 
 

   

Fig.2. The experimental robot. 

All calculation is performed in real time. Although 
the system can be furthered improved to obtain better 
results, overall the project is a success as it enabled 
any inputted face to be accurately detected and 
tracked. 

ІІ. Analysis 

1. The method and the software algorithm 
Different approaches to detect and track dynamic 

objects, including feature-based, appearance-based, 
and color-based have been actively researched and 
published in literature [2]. The feature-based approach 
detects a dynamic’s object based on dynamic object 
features, such as human eyes and nose. Because of its 
complexity, this method requires lots of computing 
and memory resources. Although compared to other 
methods this one gives higher accuracy rate, it is not 
suitable for power-limited devices. 

Hence, a color-based algorithm is more reasonable 
for applications that require low computational effort. 
In general, each method has its own advantages and 
disadvantages. More complex algorithm typically 
gives very high accuracy rate but also requires lots of 
computing resources [3]. General design stages are 
illustrated in next steps. 
 First, the original image was converted to a 

different color space, namely modified YUV. Then 
the skin pixels were segmented based on the 
appropriate U range.  
 Morphological filtering was applied to reduce 

false positives. Then each connected region of 
detected pixels in the image was labeled.  
 The area of each labeled region was computed 

and an area-based filtering was applied.  
 Only regions with large area were considered 

face regions.  
 The centroid of each face region was also 

computed to show its location. 
        Converting the object pixel information to the 
modified YUV color space and the pixels can be 

segmented based on the following experimented 
threshold 10 < U < 64 and - 48 < V < 16 . 
 

 
Fig.3. The MATLAB results. 

 
      As seen in fig.3, the blue channel had the least 
contribution to human skin color. Additionally, 
leaving out the blue channel would have little impact 
on thresholding and skin filtering. This also implies 
the insignificance of the V component in the YUV 
format. Therefore, the object detection algorithm 
using here was based on the U component only.    
    Applying the suggested threshold for the U 
component would produce a binary image with raw 
segmentation result. 
    The next step is applying morphological filtering 
including erosion and whole filling would, firstly 
reduce the background noise and secondly fill in 
missing pixels of the detected face regions [4].  
The MATLAB provided built-in functions - imerode 
and imfill, for these two operations.   
     After each group of detected pixels became one 
connected region, connected component labeling 
algorithm was applied. This process labeled each 
connected region with a number, allowing us to 
distinguish between different detected regions. 
Filtering detected regions based on their areas would 
successfully remove all background noise and any 
skin region that was not likely to be an object. To be 
considered an object region, a connected group of skin 
pixels need to have an area of at least 26% of the 
largest area.  

The final stage was to determine object location. 
The centroid of each connected labeled object region 
can be calculated by averaging the sum of X 
coordinates and Y coordinates separately. The 
centroid of each object region is denoted by the blue 
asterisk. Here the centroid of each connected region 
was extracted using region props 

2. The Hardware Implementation Design 
Each current video frame was captured by the 

camera and sent to the FPGA’s decoder chip via a 
composite video cable. After the video signal was 
processed in different modules in Verilog, the final 
output passed through the VGA driver to be displayed 
on the VGA monitor. The hardware algorithm is 
shown in Fig.4 [8]. 
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Fig.4. Hardware algorithm. 

 Thresholding is in this step. Each input video 
frame was converted to a “binary image” showing the 
segmented raw result. Since 10-bit color was used in 
Verilog, adjusting the aforementioned U range yields 
40 < U < 296. 
 Spatial Filtering is in this step. It is similar to 

the erosion operation used in the software algorithm. 
However, the structuring element used here did not 
have any particular shape. Instead, for every pixel p, 
their neighboring pixel in a 9x9 neighborhood is 
checked. If more than 75% of its neighbors are skin 
pixels, p is also a skin pixel. Otherwise p is a non-skin 
pixel. This allowed most background noise to be 
removed because usually noise scattered randomly 
through space. To examine the neighbors around a 
pixel, their values needed to be stored. Therefore, ten 
shift registers are created to buffer the values of ten 
consecutive rows in each frame. As seen in Fig.5, 
each register is 640-bit long to hold the binary values 
of 640 pixels in a row. 
 

 
Fig.5.  Ten shift registers for ten consecutive rows. 

Each bit in reg1 is updated according to the X 
coordinate. The other registers are only updated when 
the X coordinate was 0. Values of reg2 to reg10 are 
used to examine a pixel’s neighborhood.  
 Applying temporal filtering allowed flickering 
to be reduced significantly. The idea of designing such 
a filter is borrowed from the project “Real-Time 
Cartoonifier” [4]. Even small changes in lighting 
could cause flickering and made the result displayed 
on the VGA screen less stable. 
 Centroid computation. It is computed to locate 
the face region, because connected component 
labeling is not implemented as initially planned. It is 
infeasible to calculate the centroid for each face 
region separately. Although the pixels of one face 
region might not be connected and labeled as 
originally planned, simply calculating the centroid of 

all detected pixels still gave a good estimate for the 
face location. However, even if the hands are present, 
calculating the centroid of all detected pixels still 
allowed us to locate the face region. First the 
neighboring pixels around the centroid are checked to 
see if they are skin pixels. If they are, it meant the 
centroid accurately located the face region. However, 
if the neighboring pixels of the centroid are not skin 
pixels, it meant the centroid is somewhere in the 
background located between two detected face 
regions. To show how an object is tracked, a small 
box is drawn around the centroid. The box moved 
according to the movement of the object [5], as in 
fig.6. 

 

  
Fig.6. The object tracking. 

However, if the object moved too fast, the 
movement of the box might become less stable. 
Applying temporal filtering here allowed the box to 
move smoothly. The implementation of the temporal 
filter here is slightly different from the one shown 
previously. The input Xn here is the location of the 
centroid before filtering. What this equation mean: t 
with α being close to 1, current output Yn will be more 
dependent on previous output Yn-1 than on current 
input. This prevented the centroid box from moving 
too fast when there is an abrupt change in the 
movement of an object, as:  

Yn = (1 −α)Xn +αYn-1 

A clock of 27 MHz was used for the face detection 
and tracking algorithm. Since the timing is 
synchronized with the VGA clock, the VGA display is 
able to update within the time gap between drawing 
two consecutive frames [5].  
 

   

   
Fig.6. The FPGA result of track a moved man.  
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 The camera is able to detect and track objects in 
real time. Error seemed to occur only when there is a 
transition from one person to two people or vice versa 
in the video frame. Within the lab setting, noise is 
very minimal and did not alter the results. As long as a 
person is in the camera’s view, his face will be 
accurately detected and tracked. 

ІІІ.    The perspective mapping processing 

The algorithm of mapping processing, based on 
graph pyramids [6], is shown on fig.8.  
 

 
Fig.8. The graph pyramid: a) the hierarchical structure; 

b) the nodes attributes. 

The objects are examined at different, increasing, 
resolutions until it is possible to separate the multiple 
regions in the objects belonging to the occlusion. 
Furthermore, to detect the identities of the objects in 
the current frame beginning from the identities  of  the  
objects  in  the  previous  frame,  a  graph  matching 
algorithm is  performed.  

The basic idea is to provide the new incoming 
information into the current background image [7]. 
Therefore transformation from pixel coordinates to 
real world coordinates is required, as it is shown in 
fig.9.  
 

   
Fig.9. The Mapping Processing on FPGA Robot. 

That is an inverse of each intermediate node. It 
represents a sub region of the whole region, and its 
attributes are the position and size of the sub region 
bounding box and average colour of that sub region. 

     ІV. The Kalman filter implementation 

    The experimental data are processed with recurrent 
Kalman filter. The determination of the matrix К 
(k+1) requires the use of a matrix nxn, were n is the 
projects of vectors of measurements z(k). 

The important feature of the filter is represented in 
that the matrix К(к+1) is not depend on the vectors of 
measurements {z(1),…z(k+1)} and the interference 
{w(1),…,w(k+1)}. 

Therefore, it can be calculated with a priority and 
its elements to be stored until the start of the 
processing of information. Then, in the process of 
treatment with the vector of measurements z(k+1) it is 
calculated the matrix K(k+1) making a new 
assessment )1(ˆ +kx . This enables to perform 
processing of another measurement in real time. To 
see the model of the movement of a dynamic object 
set with expressions (8) and (9) it is important to 
know that the process {w(k), k=0,1,2,…} is Gaussian 
white series with zero mathematical expectation and 
constant dispersion Q. And the process 
{ },...1,0),1( =+ KKη  is white Gaussian series with and 
average zero dispersion R. Summary Kalman filter 
equations will acquire type: 
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where the initial conditions is )0()0(ˆ xmx = . They 
are assigned specific values of parameters such as: 
Е=[1], 100)0( =εV , Q=25, R=15. 

The previous equations will change as follows: 
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In table 1, the values of scalar variables for the first 

seven steps are given. 
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                                                                          Table 1 

к Vt{k + l\k) К(к + 1) V(к + 1) 
0  — 100.00 
1 125.00 0.893 13.393 
2 38.393 0.719 10.786 

3 35.786 0.705 10,570 
4 35.570 0,703 10.549 

5 35.551 0.703 10,549 

6 35.549 0.703 10,549 
7 35.549 0.703 10,549 

 
The last rows of the table show the existence of 

limits for these values. Limit of εV is obtained by 
assigning a value of εεε VkVkV ==+ )()1(  in the last 
expression. Then: 

              375)(15)40)()(( +=+ kVkVkV εεε ;             (8) 

                       0375.252 =−+ εε VV                             (9) 

The graphical data results are shown respectively 
as follows in fig.10: 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Fig.10. Graphical representation of data. 

 

Since 0≥εV  is assumed that there is only one root 
of this quadratic equation, and that is 55,10=εV . 
Then the estimated rate of transmission of the Kalman 
filter can be determined as follows: 

                  
703,0

40
25 =

+
+=

ε

ε

V

V
K

                  
(10)

 
Kalman filter is established in the state k ≥ 5 and is 

described by the equation: 

)1(703.0)(ˆ297.0
))(ˆ)1((703.0)(ˆ)1(ˆ

++=
−++=+

kzkx

kxkzkxkx
 (11) 

This equation illustrates very well the contribution 
to the "new" assessment )1(ˆ +kx  in the "old" 
assessment )(ˆ kx  and the new measurement )1( +kz . 
The error and deviation is calculated from the 
reference values and can be determined as follows:  

               
=

−=Δ
K

i
расчекспер xx

K
x

1

1
               (12) 

where K - is the number of measurements. It is 
similarly determine Δy. 
 

  
Fig.11. A result of determining the objects coordinates in 

the direction of the axis OX.  
 

 
Fig.12. A result of determining the objects coordinates in 

the direction of axis OY . 
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The size of the dependence of the error in 
determining the coordinates of the center of the object 
is apparent from the graph on fig.12. 

After treatment with a Kalman, the filter error in 
determining the coordinates of the center of the object 
in the medium is less than 7%. 

It is possible to obtain even results, which show no 
movement, but it actually exists. Therefore, it must 
cluster of vectors to be high-density area of interest. 
Difficult to obtain reliably eliminate global movement 
as error correlation is present in the image frame and 
the inadequacy of the subject and the background 
helps to produce errors. 
 

 
Fig.13.  The error in determining the coordinates of the 

center of the site. 
 

In the experiments of detection of dynamic object, 
which is defined as the ratio of the amount properly 
identified items to total shots in the sequence 
containing dynamic object, assessment of the 
probability of false alarm upon detection of dynamic 
object is calculated. That is defined as the ratio of the 
amount of occurrences of false objects to the total 
footage in the sequence containing dynamic object. 
The experimental results are illustrated in table 2. 

Table 2 
Experimental results 

Probability of detection  False alarm probability  

statistical 
background  

dynamic 
background  

statistical 
backgroun
d 

dynamic 
backgroun
d 

0,98 0,98 0,06 0,26 
 

Based on experimentally obtained results it is 
made perfect simulation of the Kalman filter in tools 
of Quartus II, shown in figure14.  

The design of the Kalman filter loan is from FPGA 
Altera CycloneII EP2C35F672 [9] resource (only 
ALUT 4168 and 241 registers). The used general 
system resources are about 49% as represented in 
table 3. 

 
Fig.14. The simulation of Kalman filter architecture. 

    

Table 3  
Used FPGA resources by Kalman filter 

Sr.No Information   Count  % use  
1 No of slice  2145 of 

32640 
7% 

2 Slice LUTs  3626 of 
32640 

14% 

3 Slice LUTs 
Used as logic  

3626 of 
32640 

14% 

4 LUT Flip-Flop 
pair usе  

4168   

5 LUT  Flip-Fl. 
pairs  

2023 of 
4168 

49% 

6 LUT Flip-Flop 
pair 

 542 of 
4168 

17% 

7 Fully   used FF 
pairs 

1603 of 
4168 

41% 

8 Bonded IOBs 82 of 480 21% 
9 DSP48Es  16 of 288 7% 

 
In this work an FPGA system to detect and track an 

object in real time is created. In the overall setup the 
Verilog and VHDL program, the Altera DE2 board [9], the 
camera and the VGA monitor are included. 

V. Conclusions  

         The experimental results proved the accuracy 
and effectiveness of the hardware in real time 
working. The master of this robot on board Altera De2 is 
R. Spirov Ph.D and all rights reserved. The 
implementation has shown that the algorithm is able 
to handle varying types of input video frame. 
Although the system can be furthered improved to 
obtain better results, overall the project was a success 
as it enabled any inputted face to be accurately 
detected and tracked. 

This article was originally published in the 
Fourteenth International Scientific Conference on 
Electrical Machines, Drives and Power Systems 
(ELMA), Varna, Bulgaria, 2015. 
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

A comparative analysis of the influence of exploitation parameters 
on the energy efficiency of pyroceramic electric hot plates and 

induction hobs  

Yanita S. Slavova, Mariya Iv. Marinova  

 
Over the past years, energy efficiency has become a current issue of great concern in all spheres 

of industry and household sector. This paper presents a comparative analysis of the consumed electric 
power and the efficiency factor (EF) of some of the most often used and comparatively most energy-
consuming household appliances: electric hot plates (EHP). The results obtained and the conclusions 
drawn show that the use of modern pyroceramic plates and induction hobs improves energy efficiency. 
The development of adequate models for evaluation of the influence of the exploitation and design fac-
tors on the energy efficiency of EHP will enable the achievement, with ecodesign of these appliances, 
of maximum boundary values of energy consumption in energy-related products, as set in the draft of 
the EU Regulation for implementation of Directive 2009/125/EC, and will also ensure that adequate 
measures are taken to improve the energy-efficiency services in this sector as per BS EN 15900. 

Сравнителен анализ на влиянието на експлоатационните параметри върху 
енергийната ефективност на пирокерамични електронагревателни плочи и индукционни 
котлони (Янита Славова, Мария Маринова). През последните години въпросът за 
енергийната ефективност във всички сфери на промишлеността и битовия сектор е 
изключително актуален. В разработката е направен сравнителен анализ относно 
консумираната електроенергия и КПД на едни от най-често използваните в бита и 
сравнително най-енергоемки консуматори – електронагревателни плочи (ЕНП). Получените 
резултати и направените изводи показват, че използването на съвременните пирокерамични 
плочи и индукционни котлони водят до повишаване на енергийната ефективност. 
Разработването на адекватни модели за оценка на влиянието на експлоатационните и 
конструктивни фактори върху енергийната ефективност на ЕНП ще позволи при 
екопроектиране на тези съоръжения да се постигнат максималните гранични стойности за 
консумацията на енергия на електрическите котлони, заложени в разработвания регламент 
на ЕС за прилагане на Директива 2009/125/ЕО, както и за предприемане на необходимите 
мерки за подобряване на енергийноефективните услуги в тази сфера, съгласно БДС EN 15900. 

 

Introduction 

Increasing the energy efficiency and developing 
the sector of energy-efficiency services [6] are issues 
of exceptional importance and current interest defined 
in all fields of industry and in the household. The 
household sector, as a primary consumer of electric 
energy, is of highest priority in the analysis of these 
issues. In the development of active measures to in-
crease the energy efficiency of household appliances a 
number of factors should be considered, such as: en-
suring appropriate level of comfort, specificity of the 
processes, consumption of raw materials, and others. 
It is well-known that besides heating, households ex-

pend a lot of energy on food preparation. Therefore 
the issue of energy efficiency of electro-thermal 
household appliances is of extreme importance. For 
the food preparation, built-in pyroceramic electric hot 
plates (PCEHP) and induction hobs (IH) have come 
into common use over the past years, replacing the 
traditional cast-iron electric hot plates (CIEHP). The 
main target is set at increasing the end-users energy 
efficiency by 20% until 2020, as well as at further 
development of the sector of energy-efficiency ser-
vices, which defines the urgent importance of this 
problematics. A comparison between the most com-
monly used types of electric hot plates with regard to 
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their efficiency factor (EF) and the index of energy 
efficiency at a variety of exploitation parameters will 
contribute not only to a better completion of the ener-
gy consumption databases in this area, but also to a 
more precise control through specific, clearly defined 
measures. 

Analysis 

The basic criterion for determining the energy 
efficiency of electro-thermal household appliances is 
their efficiency factor. In compliance with the energy 
efficiency indexes set out in the Commission 
Regulation (EU) No 66/2014 of 14 January 2014 
implementing Directive 2009/125/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council with regard to 
ecodesign requirements for domestic ovens, hobs and 
range hoods, in combination with the established 
provisions for labelling in the Commission Delegated 
Regulation (EU) No 65/2014, the measures are 
expected to result in annual primary energy savings of 
27 PJ/a in 2020, increasing to 60 PJ/a by 2030. 
Therefore, the purpose of the present paper is to make 
a comparative analysis between the pyroceramic 
cooktop and the induction hob with regard to the 
consumed electric energy, the obtained EF and the 
energy efficiency index as exposed to a variety of 
exploitation factors, the most typical in domestic 
conditions [4], [5].  

How to determine the efficiency factor η for an 
electric hot plate is shown in [1], [2], [3], [8], [10], 
[12], [13]. Generally, the consumed electric energy 
depends on the technical characteristics of the plate 
and the heating zones, on the geometric dimensions, 
specific surface load of the heater and the kind of load 
– that is the dish used for cooking. 

Subject of study were two pyroceramic cooktops 
and two induction hobs. The pyroceramic cooktops 
were: 

 ZANUSSI make, ZKL64Х model (for 
building in) - the cooktop has four heating 
zones, two of which with diameter of 145 
mm and power of 1200 W, and the other 
two of 180 mm and 1700 W respectively. 

 Electrolux make, EKC51 model (for a 
free-standing cooker) - the cooktop has 
four heating zones, two of which with 
diameter of 140 mm and power of 1200 
W, and the other two of 180 mm and 1800 
W respectively. 

The induction hobs were: 
 ALASKA IC 1800 model, with installed 

power: 1800W. 

 МIA IKP 2000T model, with installed 
power: 2000W. 

For the purposes of this comparison, tests were 
used conducted over CIEHP with diameter of ø145 
mm and ø180 mm [9], [12]. 

Based on how the EF of the electric hot plate was 
determined experimentally [2], [3], experimental tests 
were conducted by using a standard aluminium block 
heated to the excessive temperature of 80 К. The 
values of the EF of CIEHP and pyroceramic zones for 
their nominal powers are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 
The values of the EF of cast – iron and pyroceramic heat-

ing zone for nominal powers 

Kind of 
heating 
plate 

Diam-
eter of 
the 
plate 

Time for 
heating, no 
more than 

Consumed 
energy, no 
more than EF ECelectric 

hob 
cold hot cold hot 

mm min Wh % Wh/kg 

Cast-
iron 

145 
13 11 

150 125 57 196.4 
180 220 175 58 197.5 
220 325 250 61 191.7 

Pyroce-
ramic 

145 7 4 
111 78 82 135.0 

180 148 100 76 124.0 
According to Directive of the European Union 

[5,6], the electric energy consumption of a domestic 
electric hob, ECelectric hob, is measured in Wh per a kg 
of water for standardized measurement (Wh/kg), by 
taking all types of cooking dishes into consideration in 
standardized conditions of testing and by rounding to 
the first decimal place. The boundary values of the 
energy efficiency indicator for domestic hobs 
(ECelectric hob) are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 
Boundary values of the energy efficiency indicator for 

domestic hobs (ECelectric hob) 

ECelectric hob in Wh/kg 
From 1 year after  the entry 
into force (14.01.2015) ECelectric hob <210 

From 3 year after  the entry 
into force (14.01.2017) ECelectric hob <200 
From 5 year after  the entry 
into force (14.01.2019) ECelectric hob <195 

 
Induction hobs are designed for special dishes of 

appropriate material, such as: steel dishes, enameled 
dishes or dished made of steel alloys, for example. 
Dishes made of copper or copper alloys, with 
aluminium bottoms or glass-ware are not suitable for 
use with induction hobs. It should be noted that the 
diameter of the heating zone (DHZ) corresponds to the 
diameter of the dish (Ddish) placed on the induction 
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hob. Testing was conducted by placing a dish, filled 
with a certain quantity of water, over the heating 
surface [2]. The EF thus determined can be assumed 
to be conditional (CEF) as tests were conducted in 
conformity with the methodology as per the Bulgarian 
National Standard, so it does not meet the standard 
requirements [11]. 

The data used here are from experiments 
conducted over an induction hob, model: ALASKA 
IC 1800 [7]. This appliance can only be used with a 
special type of dishes, which must have diameters 
from 120 mm to 260 mm. The experiments were 
conducted with dishes of most often used diameters: 
ø145 mm, ø180 mm and ø220 mm [11]. 

The data for the values of CEF of an induction hob 
for its nominal power of 1800 W, with standard diam-
eters and standard quantity of heated liquid are shown 
in Table 3.  

Table 3 
CEF of an induction hob for its nominal power 

Diameter 
of the 
plate 

Time for 
heating 

Consumed 
energy CEF ECelectric hob

mm min Wh % Wh/kg 
145 3 76 85.8 108.6 
180 4 111 83.7 111.0 
220 6 165 84.6 110.0 

 
 Fig.1. Dependence of the consumed energy on the power of 

the heating zone for ø145 mm. 

 
 Fig.2. Dependence of the consumed energy on the power of 

the heating zone for ø180 mm. 

The results of the experimental tests, for heating 
zones ø145 mm and ø180 mm, with the respective 
standard quantity of heated liquid, are shown in Fig.1. 
and Fig.2. for a cast-iron electric hot plate, a py-
roceramic cooktop and an induction hob. Fig.3. for a 
heating zone ø145 mm, and Fig.4., for a heating zone 
ø180 mm, graphically show the consumed electric 
energy in relation to the relative power for a 
pyroceramic heating zone and induction hob. 

 
 Fig.3. Dependence of the consumed energy on the relative 

power with of the heating zone for ø145 mm. 

 
 Fig.4. Dependence of the consumed energy on the relative 

power with of the heating zone for ø180 mm. 

The experimental results thus obtained show a 
complete compliance with the accepted standards of 
ecodesign, as regards the index of energy efficiency. 
More interesting is the question of using different 
cooking dishes and quantities of heated liquid, which 
is a routine daily procedure in households. In this 
regard, experimentally was evaluated the influence of 
the diameter of the used dish, different from the 
standard diameter, over the EF of a pyroceramic 
cooktop for both heating zones - ø145 mm and ø180 
mm during their operation at all levels of power 
control. The obtained results for CEF are shown in 
Fig.5. and Fig.6. The results of the conducted 
experiments for an induction hob are shown in Fig.7. 

Fig.8., Fig.9. and Fig.10. show the change of the 
index of energy efficiency – ECelectric hob of the 
pyroceramic cooktop and the induction hob depending 
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on the diameter of the used dish, for a standard 
quantity of heated liquid. 

 

 
 Fig.5. Dependence of the conditional EF on the diameter 
of the dish for a heating zone ø145 mm of a pyroceramic 

cooktop, standard quantity of heated liquid 0.7dm3. 

 
 Fig.6. Dependence of the conditional EF on the diameter 
of the dish for a heating zone ø180 mm of a pyroceramic 

cooktop, standard quantity of heated liquid 1.0dm3. 

 
 Fig.7. Dependence of the conditional EF on the diameter 

of the heating zone (respectively of the dish) with the 
quantity of heated liquid 1.0 dm3 of induction hob, model: 

ALASKA IC1800, at different power. 

The influence of the quantity of heated liquid is 
also considered. For this purpose, in addition to the 
standard quantity of liquid, which is 0.7 dm3 for EHP 
ø145 mm and 1.0 dm3 for ø180 mm [2], experiments 
were also conducted with 0.5 dm3, 1.0 dm3, 1.5 dm3 
and 2.0 dm3 of water for EHP ø145 mm, as well as of 
0.5 dm3, 1.5 dm3, 2.0 dm3 and 2.5 dm3 for EHP ø180 
mm. Conditional EFs were determined in all 
experiments on the basis of their values in cold and 
hot state.  

 
 Fig.8. Dependence of the ECelectric hob on the diameter of the 
dish for a heating zone ø145 mm of a pyroceramic cooktop, 

standard quantity of heated liquid 0.7dm3. 

 
 Fig.9. Dependence of the ECelectric hob on the diameter of the 
dish for a heating zone ø180 mm of a pyroceramic cooktop, 

standard quantity of heated liquid 1.0dm3. 

 
 Fig.10. Dependence of the ECelectric hob on the diameter of 

the heating zone (respectively of the dish) with the quantity 
of heated liquid 1.0 dm3 of induction hob, model: ALASKA 

IC1800, at different power. 

 
 Fig.11. Dependence of the conditional EF on the quantity 

of heated liquid with different power, for heating zone ø145 
mm, for a dish of standard diameter. 
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The obtained results for the conditional EF and the 
consumed energy are presented graphically in Fig.11. 
for heating zone ø145 mm, and for heating zone ø 180 
mm in Fig.12. 
 

 
 Fig.12. Dependence of the conditional EF on the quantity 
of heated liquid at different power, for heating zone ø180 

mm, for standard diameter of the dish. 

 
 Fig.13. Dependence of the ECelectric hob on the relative 

power at different DHZ, for standard diameter of the dish, 
with the quantity of heated liquid 0.5 dm3. 

 
 Fig.14. Dependence of the ECelectric hob on the relative 

power at different DHZ, for standard diameter of the dish, 
with the quantity of heated liquid 0.7 dm3. 

Evaluated also was the index of energy efficiency- 
ECelectric hob for all tested heating zones in relation to 
their relative powers, and the results are presented 
graphically in Fig.13., Fig.14., Fig.15., Fig.16., 
Fig.17., Fig.18., and Fig.19., at a quantity of heated 

liquid 0.5 dm3, 0.7 dm3, 1.0 dm3, 1.5 dm3, 2.0 dm3, 2.5 
dm3 and 3.0 dm3 respectively. 

 

 
 Fig.15. Dependence of the ECelectric hob on the relative 

power at different DHZ, for standard diameter of the dish, 
with the quantity of heated liquid 1.0 dm3. 

 
 Fig.16. Dependence of the ECelectric hob on the relative 

power at different DHZ, for standard diameter of the dish, 
with the quantity of heated liquid 1.5 dm3. 

 
 Fig.17. Dependence of the ECelectric hob on the relative 

power at different DHZ, for standard diameter of the dish, 
with the quantity of heated liquid 2.0 dm3. 

In addition, experimental tests were conducted 
over a pyroceramic cooktop with  heating zones of 
diameter ø140 mm and ø180 mm on a free-standing 
electric cooker Electrolux make, ЕКС51 model, with 
nominal power of 1200W and 1800 W respectively, 
for a quantity of heated liquid 1.0 dm3. The results 
thus obtained for the EF and ECelectric hob are given in 
Fig.20. and Fig.21 respectively. 
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 Fig.18. Dependence of the ECelectric hob on the relative 

power at different DHZ, for standard diameter of the dish, 
with the quantity of heated liquid 2.5 dm3. 

 
 Fig.19. Dependence of the ECelectric hob on the relative 

power for the heating zone ø180 mm, with the quantity of 
heated liquid 3.0 dm3 of induction hob, model: ALASKA 

IC1800. 

 
 Fig.20. Dependence of the conditional EF on the relative 
power at DHZ ø140 mm and ø180 mm, for standard Ddish, 
with the quantity of heated liquid 1.0 dm3 of pyroceramic 

cooktop model: ELECTROLUX EKC 51. 

 
 Fig.21. Dependence of the ECelectric hob on the relative 

power at DHZ ø140 mm and ø180 mm, for standard Ddish, 
with the quantity of heated liquid 1.0 dm3 of pyroceramic 

cooktop model: ELECTROLUX EKC 51. 

Furthermore, experimental tests were conducted 
and the efficiency factor was calculated as well as the 
index of energy efficiency, ECelectyric hob, for a 
heating zone of diameter (dish diameter, respectively) 
ø180 mm and 1.0 dm3 of heated liquid of induction 
hob MIA model, IKP 2000T make. The results are 
shown in Fig.22 and Fig.23 – for both tested induction 
hobs. 
 

 
 Fig.22. Dependence of the conditional EF on the relative 
power at diameter of the heating zone (respectively of the 
dish) ø180 mm, with the quantity of heated liquid 1.0 dm3, 

at the different induction hobs. 

In Fig. 24 and Fig. 25 all tested heating zones are 
compared at nominal power with regard to EF and the 
index of energy efficiency. 

 
 Fig.23. Dependence of the Electric hob on the relative power 
at diameter of the heating zone (respectively of the dish) 

ø180 mm, with the quantity of heated liquid 1.0 dm3 at the 
different induction hobs. 

 
 Fig.24. EF of different types of heating zones of diameter 
ø180 mm, standard quantity of heated liquid and standard 

diameter of the used dish at nominal powers. 
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 Fig.25. ECelectric hob of different types of heating zones of 

diameter ø180 mm, standard quantity of heated liquid and 
standard diameter of the used dish. 

Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the 
conducted experimental tests: 

1. The amount of energy needed to heat a standard 
quantity of water to overheating of 80 is the smallest 
when using the induction hob for all heating zones. 
When using a pyroceramic heating zone, the 
consumed energy increases by 33.3% for heating zone 
ø145 mm and by 52% for heating zone ø180 mm.  

2. EF of the induction hob for heating zone ø145 
mm is higher, by about 3% on average, than EF of the 
pyroceramic cooktop, and for heating zone ø180 mm 
is higher, by about 7%. 

3. The increase of the diameter of the dish (of the 
heating zone, respectively) for heating zone ø145 mm 
by 24 %, results in a decrease of the conditional EF 
for IH by 12.5 % (for quantity of heated liquid 1.0 
dm3 and 1800 W), and for PCEHP a decrease by 4.6 
% for P1=300 W, and by 0.3 % for P2=500 W. For  a 
heating zone ø180 mm with a dish of diameter 24 % 
larger than the standard one, the conditional EF for 
PCEHP decreases by 1.6 %  for P1=300 W and by 7 
% for P2=1250 W. 

With the increase of the diameter of the dish for a 
heating zone ø145 mm by 24 %, the index of energy 
efficiency ECelectric hob changes on average by about 4.5 
% at powers above 0.5 Pnom for a pyroceramic heating 
zone (for the others, they become greater than its 
boundary value). For the heating zone ø180 mm of a 
24 % larger dish- ECelectric hob changes on average by 
about 1.5 % at powers above 0.5 Pnom.  

4. With the decrease of the diameter of the dish by 
29 % in a zone of ø145mm, the conditional EF of 
PCEHP increases by 15.5%, 12 % and by 0.5% for 
powers of 300 W, 500 W and 800 W respectively. The 
increase of the conditional EF remains the same with 
IH for zone ø220 mm: it increases by 6.2% (for 
quantity of heated liquid 1.0 dm3 and 1800 W). 
With the decrease of the diameter of the dish by 29 % 
for zone ø145mm, the index of energy efficiency 

ECelectric hob changes by about 13.5% at powers above 
0.5 Pnom, and for the heating zone ø180 mm, by about 
14.5%. 

In contrast to PCEHP, for the induction hob with 
the change of the diameter of the dish (of the heating 
zone, respectively) at all powers, the index of energy 
efficiency ECelectric hob is below the boundary value 
(195 Wh/kg). With the increase of the diameter of the 
dish by 24 % ECelectric hob changes on average by 8% at 
P=1800W, and with the decrease of the diameter of 
the dish by 29 %, ECelectric hob changes on average by 
11% at P=1800W. 

5. With the increase of the quantity of heated liquid 
in heating zone ø145 mm, the conditional EF of the 
induction hob increases, on average, by 4 % at 1800 
W, by 7.2 % at 1200 W, and by 12 % at 840 W. With 
heating zone of a diameter ø180 mm, the conditional 
EF increases, on average, by 5.7 % at 1800 W and at 
400 W. For PCEHP, the conditional EF increases, on 
average, by 5.16 % at 400 W, and by 13.2 % at 1200 
W for heating zone ø145 mm. 

6. ECelectric hob of the induction hob at ø145 mm and 
heated quantity of water 0.5 dm3 is by 71.8% smaller 
than the admissible boundary value, at 0.7 dm3 it is by 
61% smaller than the admissible boundary value, and 
at 1.5 dm3 it is by 18.5 % smaller. With the PCEHP, 
respectively: by 2% smaller, by 13.5% smaller and 
smaller by 28.3% (at nominal power).  

ECelectric hob of the induction hob at ø180 mm and 
heated quantity of water 0.5 dm3 is by 73.3% smaller 
than the admissible boundary value, at 1 dm3 it is by 
43% smaller than the admissible boundary value, and 
at 1.5 dm3 it is by 19.7% smaller. With the PCEHP, it 
is respectively by 10.2% smaller, by 22% smaller and 
smaller by 29.2% than the boundary value. 
ECelectric hob of the induction hob at ø220 mm and 
heated quantity of water 0.5 dm3 is by 64.1% smaller 
than the admissible boundary value, at 1.0 dm3 it is by 
38.4% smaller, and at 1.5 dm3 it is by 15.4% smaller 
than the admissible boundary value.  
The charts show that with small quantities of water the 
IH is more efficient; however, with larger quantities, it 
is already above the boundary value, e.g. with 2.0 dm3 
its values are above the boundary value: by 11.2% 
larger than the admissible boundary value (for a 
heating zone ø145 mm) and by 6.7% larger (for a 
heating zone ø180 mm). Whereas for the same 
conditions with PCEHP, ECelectric hob is still below the 
boundary, respectively by 30.5% smaller than the 
admissible boundary value (for a heating zone ø145 
mm) and by 31.8% smaller (for a heating zone ø180 
mm) which is due to the different principle of 
operation: release of cumulated heat. 
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7. The optimal operation mode (maximum CEF) 
for induction hob ALASKA IC 1800 C is 96.3 % with 
diameter of the heating zone (diameter of the dish) 
ø145mm, power of 1800 W and quantity of the heated 
water of 1.0 dm3. 

8. Among the compared four types of  household 
appliances, for a diameter of the heating zone 
ø180mm, in a nominal mode of operation, it is the 
induction hob ALASKA IC 1800 that has the highest 
EF: 83.8%, as well as the lowest index of energy 
efficiency ECelectric hob: 111Wh/kg.  

In conclusion, it follows from the obtained 
experimental results that the influence of the 
exploitation factors on EF of the pyroceramic 
cooktop, induction hob and cast-iron electric hot plate 
is of great significance and has a diverse character of 
impact.  

The received values and the diversity of studies in 
various operational parameters, including some 
specific ones enrich the accumulated database and 
allow to be modeled the impact of operational and 
structural factors on the effectiveness of electric 
heating plates more accurately  and to optimize the 
technical characteristics in their use. The obtained 
results could serve for further modelling of the 
influence of the exploitation and design factors on the 
efficiency of electric hot plates and optimization of 
their technical characteristics for improved 
functionality. The target is to achieve maximum 
boundary values for electric hot plates energy 
consumption (EC el. hot plate), as set in the draft 
regulation of EU for implementation of Directive 
2009/125/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council with regard to the ecodesign requirements for 
energy-related products for households, such as ovens, 
hobs, and kitchen absorbers. It would be a good idea 
to add information to the documentation of these 
household electric appliances about the change of the 
index of energy efficiency at various exploitation 
factors, which would be of great benefit to the users. 
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